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Corrosion, lo nee on practical agricultural topic*
ta solicite» 1. Address all communications !n
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Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
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Attorney at Law,
Norway, Me.
Kyereon Block,
Telephone Connections.

Pruning, Growing and
Spring pruning is Dear

Marketing.

hand and
many ask when is the boat time to prune
fruit tree»? I always commence in April
Surgeon Dentist,
early iu the morning, wheu the crust
will hold, you can then reach and climb
MAINE.
SOl'TH PARIS,
the trees better. Pruning tools should
wrurmnteU.
work
ueet
,\
my
be sharp; poor, dull tools make bard
and poor work.
Many orchards are
p.
JONES,
H.
growing brush at the expense of fruit,
and many trees are dyiDg with the apple
Dentist,
canker which not a few fail to recognize.
When the canker once gets established
MAINE.
NORWAY,
in the orchard it will go all through aud
Hour*—# to li— 1 to 4.
Oifi
tbe owner will soon be without an orchard. The apple canker spreads by
r. SMITH,
means of dead limbs.
But this Is not all the trouble, the
Attorney at Law,
question is in using good judgment in
MAINE.
NORWAY,
pruning. The tree may have a very
Collections a Specialty.
.· Block.
II
bushy top that shuts out the eun and
air. To get high colored fruit it must
have lots of sun. Therefore trim the
A PARK.
tree so tbe sun may shine through it all
at
Law,
Attorneys
day long. An apple that grows in the
shade does not get the color and is
MAINE.
KKTHEL,
small, green and has a green liavor,
Hier, C. 1'ark
A ! !!*υπ Ε. Ilerrlck.
which no consumer wants at any price.
But simply pruniug will not bring suc\l' RIGHT Λ WHEELER,
cess in fruit culture.
There is a lot to
this apple industry. To make a success
at
Law.
Attorneys and Counsellors
you must do lots of spraying at the
right time to get rid of the codling
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
nioth which is costing the Maioe fruit
Alton C. Wheeler.
.lame· s. Wright.
growers a large per cent of their crop.
This moth can be handled very easily if
&
J. H.
spraying is done in season.
It takes more than pruning and sprayUML ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
The orchard
ing, however, to win.
β H1|(h Street, South Par!*, Maine.
Deeds some plant food very much and
Telephone 111-12.
many are just starving and dying for the
Trees are
want of something to eat.
Maps and Plans made to order.
more subject to
disease in a starved
Map* of the tlinberlands and pocket maps of | condition.
β^ι-ii ountv for sale.
l'uf>ll-here of the Atlas of Maine.)
To get the size and flavor, the orchard
It
must have plenty of plant food.
should be plowed very shallow and cultivated several times in the early part of
the season and during the last part of
the season it should bave some cover
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
crop sown to hold the moisture to prevent drying out in a fall drouth which
we usually have.
If pruning, spraying,
plant food and cultivation is kept up
tbie will iDsure you a good crop of fruit
practically every year, otherwise the
fruit crop will bo poor, wormy, scabby,
and well nigh worthless, there being no
market for that kind of fruit.
Consumers are seeking for better
A Kinds of Pipe Repairing,
grades of fruit but have to take what
they can get or go without. Oregon
and Iron.
apples are getting Λ big foothold in our
Eastern cities and New England States.
T«l«ph«B· 134-11.
What are we to do about it? Let them
come, they tiud a good market with
J. WALDO
fancy prices.—A. A. Eastman, Penobscot County, in Maine Farmer.
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îsec'iy fountain Tea Nuggets

A Baiy 'iedielae fw Baiy Ptopl·.
Brinr* Qjliea HeaJ'.h and Renewed Vigor.
à s·»··■■•'Ile Γ >r Constipation, Inliitwtion. Ι.Ιτβ
m
ΚίιΙικ ν Trouble. Pimp!»·· t venia. Impur*
I Bai lirearh. Sluggish Howels, Headache
η:. ! Li.-v-k*. tie
It's R *'ky 21<>unt*in Tea in tahU^nuin* made by
f irm. 35 c»oli a box
II
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"Governor Dingley" or
"Governor Obb" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week days at 7 p. m., for Bos-

S'c-anaships

ton.

Rotui uluft
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m.,
for Portland.

Through tickets on sale at
railroad stations.

principal

rates as low ae other line».

Freight

All cargo, except Live Stock, is insured against tire aud marine risk.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.
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Wood,
Edgings,

Stove Wood and

Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

Remedy

CATARRH
El»it s

Jill

Cream Balm y
quickly absorbed.

Gi.ei Relief at Once.

It cleans··*, soothes,
heals ami protects
tue (1ΐΗ··;ι.<ί^Ι mem.
l-rane resultiug from Catarrh and drives
a* ic aCold iu the Iliad
quickly. Beetores
the So uses of Tn*te and SmelL Full size
50 cts. Ht
Druggist* or by mail. Liquid
Cr»-am Balm for use iu atomizers V> cts.
Hlv Unit hers, Γ>»> Wnrren Street, If.-w York.
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A

new
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of Plumbing Goods.
The best of
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

Longley,

Xj.

Norway,

Maine.

Specialist
Specialist

For sixteen year· I have fltte·! gl*»«es to de

fictive eyes

ao<l

nothing

will work well with one lot of cattle is
with another. Almost every
calf would do well if nature could take
its course. Some say, do not make the
change too quickly. 1 think that is the
very way to do.
In my opinion the Uolstein calves are
by far the easiest to raise. Strong,
healthy Holsteins will, as a rule, learn
As soon
to eat quickly and grow fast.
as the milk is good to use I take the
icalf away from the cow, out of hearing,
if convenient. It will not eat much the
first day. When it begins to be hungry
1 scald about two quarts of milk; let it
cool. By putting one finger in its
mouth and holding it under the milk it
will soon learn to drink. 1 seldom have
to do this more than two or three times.
Scalding the milk is not necessary after
week or so, if the bowels are all right,
but it should be fed milk warm. L'are
must be taken not to overfeed.
Serious trouble will follow if the calf
bas all the milk it wants to drink. 1
ilo not feed but twice a day. The third
lay I put in a small handful of cornmeal
ind always a bit of salt. Increase the
imount of milk and meal as the calf
1 let them have all the
;rows older.
:old water they will drink, and in the
tumtner they eat grass when only a few
lays old. In winter months second
crop hay or clover is good.
There are numerous remedies on the
uarket for scours. 1 have tried several,
but like the cornmeal best. If they get
[>ad I cut down the milk and feed the
:ueal dry, with salt ou it. I had one calf
covered with lice before I uoticed them.
I put lice powder on every day for a
week, but the lice kept at work. The
calf was growing thiu and did not eat
well. I took a pint of lard, melted it,
put in the sam<> amount of keroseue oil,
and rubbed well all over the calf. The
lice disappeared.
Experience is the
best teacher.—A. G. Sarjjent, Merrimac
bounty, N. 11., in New England Ilomeitead.
not sure to

A Milk Powder.

Slab Wood,

A Reliable

Raising Calves on Skim Milk.
There are as many ways to care for
calves as there are breeders, and what

else-thai make·

me a

•peclallet. If your eye· trouble
you In any way,
»nd if you want
expert advice In regard to the
**me. come to the man who I· a specialist, who

doe· i>n« thing only. No
charge for eye examination· or consultation.

DR. PARMENTER
Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.

We Do all Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood 4 Forbw, South Pari·.

Many of our readers will remember
:he genial Henry Van Dreser and his
characteristic talk upon the hen and the
Jersey cow. in the midst of his lectures
ie often referred to tho fact that he and
lis wife had adopted a boy and told
ioraething of what they hoped that boy
would bccome. Well, do you know it
*as my good fortune to meet that very
H>y, now grown to stalwart manhood,
ind as I talked with him about the
)usiness he had in hand 1 could not help
>ut feel that Uncle Henry's prayer had
ieen abundantly answered, for not only
îad "Willie" proved a blessing to his
oster parents but a blessing to himself
ind to all those about him. •'Willie" is
>etter know as Mr. W. C. Patrick, who
s at the head of a very important dairy
nduetry, it being no less than the
jowdered milk factory at Arcade, a
)usioe«s novel to the extreme, and suc•essful to the highest degree. At this
actory milk is taken in and put through
rather difficult process, and comes out
This powder can be
η a fine powder.
lissolved and it tastes precisely like
resh milk right from the cow. This
>roduct is known as Tru milk. Mr.
l'atrick has had full charge of establish·
ng this factory and it is doing a wonlerful work, so extensive and so successful that it is impossible to keep up with
he demand for the product. The old
condensed milk taste is wholly elimiuat·
>d and you have a sweet, clean product
:bat η very palatable and delightful.
)t£er factories will be added as fast as
possible, and there seems to be hardly
iny limit to where the business will go.
So Uncle Henry Van Dreser has the
proud satisfaction of knowing that he
lot only stimulate'1 a godH many people
:o engage in the poultry industry and
:he dairy business by bis own most
(lowing account of their profit and enjoyment, but he instructed young Mr.
[>awley and inspired him to enter into
:he poultry field in which he has been
and made it
io abundantly successful,
possible for Mr. Patrick to get an education that would permit him to think
jut some of the great problems looking
Co the opening up of a new industry in
the dairy world.—Turf, Farm and Home.
Cows do not kick unless there is some
It may be a sore in sight
reason for it.
it out of sight, or a swelling, or it may
Bails. Possibly some
5e long finger
previous injury or pain makes the cow
io afraid and nervous that she cannot
resist the inclination to kick any more
:han a man could resist striking at anïther who he thought was going to
injure him. Kicking can frequently be
:ured by finding what the cause is and
removing it.—Progressive Farmer.
If you

have

good

stallions in your

community, get a pair of pure-bred
iiares and get into the most profitable
Horse-breeding. You will soon breed
nto a handsome income every year.

Democrat.

Oxford

The

court, I see, for lessons in benavior."
"The mountains teach ub something,

Staying with the Swine Biuiness.

looks, at the present time, as
though those who stay with the swine
It

business will before many months realize good prices.
If one thinks back three or four years
tbey will remember.'an era of low prices,
shortly after which pigs were at a premium. I remember it well for we happened to have two or three good litters
of pigs that spring and it was almost
impossible to keep a pig for ourselves.
We could have sold 200 had we had
them.
The pork business, that is, round hog,
seems to have its frequent ups and
downs. The reason no doubt ie it is
something one can get into quite quickly
and, without concerted action, everyone
stocks up. The crop, when marketed is
beyond the market demands and the
price goes to a point where there is no
chance for a profit, and they all go out,
or nearly all, then we
have the high
prices for a time. The winner is the
one who is the stayer.
There is very little money for the
Still
eastern farmer in growing pork.
each farm can produce a supply for
home use, feeding largely on refuse material, and get his pork for half what
it can be bought for from the grocerymao.
Kight now, when hogs are worth
not over live cents a pound live weight,
you go to the store to buy a piece of
salt pork and it is twelve cents a pound,
and I recently paid twenty cents for |
smoked ham.
There is more money in a good pair of
brood sows than in growing a "drove" 1
for pork. Two good litters a year from
a good profitable sow places her on an
equal with a good cow, at least, and 1
guess the sow will be the winner.
Goodail's Farmer is authority for the
statement that Iowa farmers are dumping even their breeders on account of
the high price of corn and will raise but
few the coming season. What is true of
Iowa will no doubt apply in a measure
to other states in the corn belt, therefore, those who have some pigs to sell
and the following
the coming fall,
spring, I anticipate will find a ready
market at good prices.
One nearly always has more or less
coarse stuff, bedding from calf pens,
etc., which they wish to have worked
into good dressing, consequently one or
two good hogs are almost a necessity
for this purpose.
You can hit two birds with one stone
by growing sow pigs and having them
produce a litter at about a year old,
then you can sell and grow more if you
wish to combine pork growing with
pigs. It is a question, however, whether the litters from mature sows will not,
be enough larger to prove more
'
able to keep them rather than do two
things at once. An old hog, that has
its growth, requires less feed than a
growing young sow, and will eat stuff
that a youngster will refuse.—D. J.
Ryther, West Pownal, Me., in New England Farmer.

profit-1

Spring

is

Coming.

It is already quite time to be providing the seed fur the spring seeding.
CI υ ver seed is unusually high in price
and likely to bo continue through the
season of seeding.
This, however, is no
reasou why the farmer should not purchase and sow the quantity needed for
the full and proper seeding of the land
he is to stock down to grass. While
over seeding is never an advantage, it
also is true that no farmer can afford
to economize in quantity of clover seed
needed for a full
sown below what is
stand. The dollar or two extra in cost
per acre of the seed, on account of the
unusual high price, will be more than
made up in the resulting crop over what
would be the result from sparse seeding.
In fact, there uever is anything gained
from stinting in seed, feed or fertilizer.
There was more or less complaint
last year of the failure of clover seeding
un dry or sandy soils.
Unfortunately
for the seeding, immediately following
the germination of the clover, at a certhere followed a sharp
tain date,
drought for a short time, which dried
out and killed the sprouting clover seed
As a
un dry knolls and porous soils.
result these soils are now naked of a
clover stand. These tracte can be improved by again seeding on the surface.
Clever seed sown, preferably in March
ind not later than early April, on the
surface, will sprout and take root in the
moist surface soil and make a good
jtand. But it must, to insure a stand,
be sown in early spring. All the better
if a light snow cover the ground when
the seed is sown. Clover is too valuable
crop to miss even a square rod of land
;>n which it ought to be growing.—
Maine Farmer.

Early Seeding Best.
thing when conditions are
favorable early seeding is best. This
will apply to most of the tiold and garAs a usual

den crops.
Where the plowing is largely done in
luturan, and the manure drawn and
spread in winter, there should be little
delay in getting in the seed when the
proper time arrives.
It is not best to sow or plant until the
ground becomes sufficiently dry for
working, and there is prospeot of reasonably warm weather. If the land was
plowed last fall it should be thoroughly
disked or harrowed before putting in
Che seed.
Where conditions are right wheat and
:>ats will do better when sown early than
late. There may not be as large a
growth of straw, but there will be less
liability of lodging and rust, while the
grain will be plump and of better quality. If the land is seeded to grass with
the grain, the prospect fur a good catch
will bo better than with late sowing.
Plant potatoes early, at least a good
part of the crop. In this way they will
be more likely to escape damage from
insects, blight or rot.
Corn should not be planted until there
is prospect of continued warm growing
weather, and theu the sooner it is planted the better. Use varieties best adapted to location and soil. In this reference should be had to earliness, vigor
ind productiveness, as there is a great
range in conditions throughout the
United States.
In all of this there should be first a
thorough preparation of the soil, sufficient fertilization, the best kinds of
ieeds and careful sowing or planting.
With these and the succeeding good
cultivation, there should be more satisfactory crops at harvest time, both in
field and garden.—E. R. Towle in Successful Farming.
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in alone.

•'I fool sure." responded the princess
graciously, "that if you really would
you could help me as well as any one
In Ithaetia."
"You are kind Indeed to say so,
though I don't know how I have deserved the compliment."
"Did it sound like a compliment?
Well, leave it so. I meant because
you are at home in these bi^b altitudes, and tiie rare thing I speak of is

she had gone on hei
knees to biui after all—
or almost. She was gl«d
not
lier
did
mother
know, and she hoped
that be did not feel the

pulsing of the blood In her fingers as
lit· took her hand and lifted her to ber
feet. There was shame in this tempest
that swept through her veins because
lie did not share it. for to her. though
this meeting was an epoch, to him It
was no more than a trivial incideu
She would have keyed his emotions to
tiers'if she could, but since she had
Had years of preparation, he a single
iuoment, perhaps she might have been
.onsoled for the disparity could she
lave read his eyes. They said. If she
lad known. "Is the sky ruining godlesses today''"'
Now, what were to be her flrst words
ο him?
Dimly she felt that if she
jvere to protit by this wonderful chance
;o know the man and not the emj>eror
-this chance which might be lost in a
'ew momeuts unless her wit befriend·
Hi her—those words should be beyond
he commou. She should be able to
uarshal her sentences as a general
uarshals his battalions, with a plan of
.-ampaign for each.
A spirit monitor —a matchmaking
! uonltor—whispered these wise advices
η her ear. yet she was powerless to

plant that grows in high places. It
is said to be found only in Ilhaetian
mountains, though I have never heard
of any one who has been able to track
it down."
"Is it our pink Ithaetian edelweiss, of
which we are so proud? Because if it
Is and you will trust me I know exactly where to take you to find it.
With my help you could climb there
from here in a few luoineuts."
She shook her head again, smiling inscrutably. "Thank you. it's not the
pink edelweiss. The scientific, the esoteric name I've promised that I'll tell
to no one, but the common people in
my native country who have heard of
it would call the plant edelmanu."
"You have already seen it on the
mountain, but not growing?"
"Some chamois hunter, like yourself,
had dropped it perhaps, not knowing
what its value was. It's a great dea·
to have had one glimpse—worth running into danger for."
a

j irotit by them. Like a schoolgirl about
be examined for a scholarship, knowj ii" that all the future might depend
ipou an hour of the present, the dire

\ο

leed to be resourceful, to be brilliant,
eft her dumb.
llow many times hud she not thought
< »f her first conversation with Leopold
< >f
Rhaetia, planning the first words,
t he first looks, which must make him
mow that she was different from any
»ther girl he had ever met! Yet here
he stood, speechless, epigrams turning
ail and racing away from her like a
roop of playful colts refusing to be

;

aught.

And so It was the emperor who spoke
Virginia's savoir faire came

lefove

"l hope vou're not hurt?" asked the
bamois hunter In the patois dear to
lie heart ot' Hhaetiau mountain lolk.
She had l>een glad before, now she
vas thankful, that she had spent many
veeks and months in loving study of
It
he tongue which was Leopold's
vas not the metier of a chamois huntr to speak English, though the emteror was said to know the language
veil, and she rejoiced in her ability to
lu·
uswer the chamois hunter as
vould bo answered, keeping up the

day.

"A draft of our Ithaetlan birr uill >1yiiu more i/uod than anythimj."
"Perhaps, gna' frauleiu, .vou don't

realize to the full the danger you did
No chance was worth it, believe
me."
"You, a chamois hunter, say that?"
Hut I in a man. You are a woman,
and women should keep to beaten
run.

paths and safety."
The princess laughed. "I shouldn't
wonder." said she. "if that's a I;!iaoMan theory, a Ilhaetiar. man's theory.

"I am hurt only In the prlJe that
before a fall." she replied, foreag a laugh. "Thank you many times I've heard your emperor holds It."
"Who told you that, gun' fraul· in?"
or saving me."
■Ί feared that I frightened you and lie gave her a sharp glance, hui her
mde you lose your footing," the chain- gray eyes looked innocent of guile and
were therefore at their most dangerIs hunter answered.
;
"I think, on the contrary, if it haau t ous.
1 een for you I should have lost my
"Oh. many people have told me.
1 fe" said Virginia. "Iliere should ix Cats may look at kings, and the most
u sigu put up on that tempting pla- insignilicaut persons may talk of emt suu. 'All Except Suicides Beware.'
I've heard many things of
perors.
•'The necessity never occurred to us. yours."
,v mates and me." retifrned the man
"Good thiugs or bad?".
i' the gray coat pnsseiuolled wltb "No doubt such things as he truly
"l'util you came, gmt* frauleln, deserves. Now, eau you guess which?
teen,
1 ο tourist that I know of has found It But perhaps I would tell you without
ïinptlng."
your guessing if I were not so very,
She glanced at
Virginia's eyes lit wltli u suauen very hungry."
«park, The spirit mouilor— that mutch- pocket of his coat, from which pro: inking uiouitur—came bark and dared
truded a generous hunch of black
her to « frolic·, such a frolie, she bread aud haiu, thrust in probably at
thought. as no girl on earth had ever the Instant when she had called for
l ad or would have after her. And she help.
"I can't help seeing that you
>111:1 j'how this j»rave soldier-hero of have your luncheon with you. Do you
tojuoihiug lu-w ia life—something waut lr all"—she carefully Ignored the
.(V.iie uev.—which it would not harm contents of her rucksack, which she
!:i;u to know. Tin a, let come what could not well have forgotten—"or
v.ould oui uf this adventure, at worst would you share it?"
she fhould always have an Olympian
lhe chamois hunter looked surprised,
episode to rememlter.
though not displeased; but, then, this
"l'util I came?" she caught up his was his first experience of a feminine
words, standing carefully ou the spot explorer, and he quickly rose to the oc
where he had placed her. "Hut I am casion.
omes

tlie

tourist. 1 am an explorer."
He lifted level, dark eyebrows, siulllug faintly, ami when be smiled half
his austerity was gone.
So beautiful a girl as this need not
rise beyond agreeable commonplaces οΓ
mind and speech to please a man. Indeed, thk< particular chamois hunter
uo

than good looks, a
nice mauner from
Yet thlH beauty bade fair, It
women.
seemed, to hold surprises in reserve.
"I bave brought down noble game
today," he said to himself, and aloud:
"1 know the Schneehorn well and love
It well. Still I can't see what rewards

expected

no more

good heart and

It

has for the

fraulein, you

gist."

a

explorer—unless, gna'

are a

climber or a geolo-

"I'm neither, yet I think I have seon
something, a most rare thing, I've
wanted all ray life to see."
The young man's face confessed curiosity. "Indeed! A rare thing that
lives here on the mountain?"
1
"I am not sure if it lives nere.
should like to tind out," replied the girl
"Might one inquire the name of this
rare thing?" asked the chamois hunter
"Perhaps If I knew It might turn out

Tying Up Colts.
Henry tells the "Northwestern
Agriculturist" that a colt never forgets that 1 could help you in the search
anything, good or bad. If it breaks But. first. If you'd let me lead you to
loose when first tied it will try it again the plateau, where I think you were
Forest

WILLIAMSON,

Authors of "C4r Lie ht nine Conductor." "Rose·
J·
mary In Search of ■ Father," Etc.
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and is apt to become a chronic halter Kolng.
Here your head might stil
breaker. This leads to no end of
grow a little giddy, and it's not wel
trouble later on. Better hitch him with to
keep you standing, gna' fraulein, οι
a good strong halter at first and then do
You've passed all tin
such a spot.
not depend upon it alone, but put a
worst now. The rest is easy."
and
around
his
neck
good strong rope
She gave him her hand, pleasing her
then bring it down through the halter
underneath his nose, hitching it to the self by fancying the act a kiud of allé
manger just a little shorter than the gory, as she let him lead her to safw
halter rope, so the pull comes on the and pleasant places on a higher, sun
rope instead of on the baiter.
nier level.
If he then persists in pulling when"Perhaps»the rare thing grows here."
ever yoa go near him, just take the rope
chamois hunter went on, looking
off his neck and make a slip noose of a the
with a new in
half-inch rope around his body just in about the green plateau
front of his hips. Bring the long end terest.
"I think not," Virginia answered,
forward between his front legs and up
through the baiter, hitching It con- shaking her head. "It would thrive
siderably shorter than the halter. As a lietter nearer the mountain top in a
rule he will not come back more than more ldddeu
place than this. It does
once or twice when be finds where he is
not love tourists."
hitched. Every colt should be taught
"Nor do I, In truth," smiled the
to lead and tie before he ia taken from
hunter.
chamois
mother.
his
"You took me for one."
'Taj-don. gna' fraulein—not the kind
Fixing fences is a good deal like darning stockings. Only you can't take the of tourist we both mean."
"Thank you."
fence-mending when you go "down to
It must be done right
see Aunt Sally."
"But you have not said If I might
on the spot, no matter how Irkaome It help you In your search.
This Is a
may be.—Farm Journal.
wild region for a young lady to be

"There is more, much more bread
aud bacon, where this came from." he
ill you be
graciously
replied.
pleased to accept something of our
!>est?"
"If you please, then I, too, shall be
pleased," she said. Guiltily she remembered Miss l'ortman. but the dear
Letitia could not be considered now.
If she were alarmed, she should be

well consoled later.
"I and some friends of mine have a
a sort of hut round the corner from
this plateau and a short distance on,"
announced the chamois hunter, witli a
gesture that gave the direction. "No
woman has ever been our guest, but

I invite you to visit it and lunch there,
or. if you prefer, remain here and In
a few minutes I will bring such food
At best it's not much
as we can offer.
We chamois hunters are
to boast of.

poor men. living roughly."
1 he princess smiled. Imprisoning
each new thought of mischief wjilch
flew into her mind like a trapped bird.
"I've heard you're rich In hospitality,"
"I'll go with you to your
she said.
hut, for it will be a chance to prove

the saying."
The eyes of the hunter—dark, brilliant and keen as the eagle's to which
die compared him-plereed hers. "You
have no fear?" he asked. "You are a
young girl, alone, save for me, 1» a
desolate place. For all you know, my
mates and I may lie a band of brig-

ands."

"Baedeker doesn't meutlon the existence of brigands In these days
among the Rhaetian Alps." replied
Virginia, with quaint dryness. "I've
always found him trustworthy. Besides, I've great faith in the chivalry
of Ithaetian men, and if you knew how

hungry I am you wouldn't keep me
waiting for ta'k of brigands. Bread
and butter are far more to the point."
"Even search for the rare edeimanu
may wait?"
"Yes; the oJelmanu may wait-on
ine." The Inst two words she dared

hut to whisper.
"You must pardon my going first."
said the uiau with the bare brown
knees. "The way is too narrow for

politeness."

"Yet I wish thnt the peasants nt
home had such courteous manners as
yours." Virginia patronized hiui pret"You Khaetians need not go to

tily.

maybe."
"Something of their greatness, which

"Still, It will hurt me If you refuse
Important tliau woman."
"Bringing down chamois, for In- my ring," went on Virginia. "Please
stance. You would sympathize there." at least come and see what It's like."
He obeyed, and as she still held up
"Chamois give good sport. They're
hard to find—harder still to hit when the ring he took It from her that he
might examine It more closely,
you have found them."
"The crest of Rhaetla!" he exclaim"So are the best types of womenthose who, like the chamois and the ed us his eyes fell upon a shield of
plant I spoke of, live only in high black and green enamel set with small
places. Oh, for the sake of my Hex but exceedingly brllllaut white diaI've l»een
"How curious!
I do hope that some day your empeftr monds.
will change his mind—that a woman wondering that you should speak our
language so well"—
will make him change It!"
"It's not curious at all really, but
"Perhaps a woman has already."
Virginia grew pale. Was she too very simple." said Virginia. "Now,"
late, or was this a concealed compli- with a faint tremor in her voice
ment which the chamois hunter did "press the spring on the left side of
not guess she had the clew to find? the shield, and when you've seen
She could not answer. The silence be- what's underneath I think you'll feel
tween the two became electrical, and that you can't loyally refuse to accept
the young man broke It at last with my little offering."
The bronze forefinger found a pin's
some slight signs of confusion.
"It's a pity," said he, "that our em- point protuberance of gold, and, pressHe might be ing sharply, the shield flew up to reperor can't hear you.
veal a tiny but exquisitely painted
converted to your views."
"Or he might clap me Into prison for miniature of Leopold I. of Rhaetln.

But
we should all do well to learn.
have you never lived in a town?"
of my sort exists in a town;
"A
he lives In the mountains." With this
diplomatic response the tall figure
swung round a corner formed by a
bowlder of rook, and Virginia gave a
The hut of
little cry of surprise.
which the chamois hunter had spoken
was revealed by the turn, and It was
of an unexpected and striking description. Instead of the humble erection
of stones and wood which she had
counted on, the rocky side of the
mountain itself had been coaxed to
give her sons a shelter.
A doorway and large square opening»·
for windows had been cut in the red
veined, purplish brown porphyry, whllw
α heavy slab of oak and wooden frames
filled full of glittering bottle glass pro
tected such rooms as might have been
The chamois hunter stared at It and
hollowed out within from storm or leze majesty."
"He wouldn't do that, gna' fraulein, did not speak, but the blood came up
cold.
to his brown forehead.
Even had Virginia been ignorant of If he's anything like me."
"You're surprised?" asked Virginia.
her host's Identity she would have
"Anything you like! Why, now you
"I am surprised, because I'd l>een
been wise enough to guess that here put me In mind of it, he's not unlike
was no semmhutte, or ordinary abode of you—in appearance, I mean, judging led to suppose that you thought poorly
of our emperor."
common peasants who hunt the cham- by his portraits."
Now. what could have
"Poorly!
The
"You have seen his portraits?"
ois for a precarious livelihood.
work of hewlnp out In the solid rock
"Yes, I've seen some. I really think given you that Impression?"
"Why, you made fun of his opinion
α habitation such as this must have you must be a little like him, only
cost more than most Rhaetlan chamois browner and taller i>erhaps. Yet I'm of women."
"Who am I, pray, to 'make fun' of
hunters would save in many a year. glad ti nt you're a chamois hunter and
But lier wisdom also counseled her to not an emperor—almost as glad as you an emperor's opinion, even In a matter he would consider so unimportant?
express no further surprise after her can be."
On the contrary. I confess that I. like
"Will you tell me why, lady?"
first exclamation.
"Oh. for one reason, because I most other girls I know, am deeply
"My mates are away for the time,
though they may come back by and couldn't possibly ask him. if he were Interested In your great Leopold 11
by," the man explained, holding the here in your place, what I'm going tc only because I—we—would be charitaheavy oaken door that she might pass ask of you. You've very kindly laid bly minded and teach him better. As
Into the room within, and, though she the bread and ham ready, but you for- for the ring, they sell things more or
less of this sort In several of the
was not Invited to further exploration, got to cut them."
"A thousand pardons. Our talk has Rhaetlan cities I've passed through on
she was able to see by the several
My mind my way here. Didn't you know that.'
doorways cut In the rock walls that set my wits woolgathering.
should nave oeen ou my manners in
"No. lady, I have never seen one
this was not the sole accommodation
stead of on such faroff things as em like It."
the strange house could boast.
and their love affairs."
"And, as for my knowledge of Rhac
On the rock floor rugs of deer and perors
He l>egan hewing at the big loaf as
tlan. I've always been interested hi
chamois skin were spread. In a rack
l>e
to
an
If It were
conquered. the
enemy
of oak ornamented with splendid antlanguages
study of languages.
And there were few in Khaetia who are
lers and studded with the sharp pointfascinating to conquer, and the»
so
had ever seen those dark eyes
the literature of your country Is so
ed horns of the chamois were suspended guns of modern make and brightly bright.
splendid one must l>e able to read It
"I like ham and bread cut thin, nt first hand. Now, you'll have to say
polished, formidable hunting knives.
"There;
the princess.
•Yes' to the ring, won't you. and keep
The table In the center of the room had please," said
I'll sit here if you'll It for
been carved with admirable skill, and that's better.
your emperor's sake, if not for
that
for
I
find
to
me,
mine?"
the half dozen chairs were oddly fash- bring the things
kind."
are very
ioned of stags' antlers shaped to hold I'm tired, and you
"May I not keep It for yours as
"A draft of our Ithaetiau !>eer will well?"
fur cushioned wooden seats. A carved
than anythlug," sug
"Yes, If you please. And—about the
dresser of blac k oak held a store of the do you more good
the hunter, taking up the plate milk?"
coarse blue, red and green china made gested
of bread and ham he had tried hard to
The chamois hunter caught up a
by peasants in the valley below,
to hei taste, placing It In
gaudy jug and without further words
through which Virginia had driven yes- cut according
a
tank
draw
to
bail;
and
her
going
lap
When he had gone the
went out.
terday, and these bright colored dishes
ard of foaming amlter liquid from a
were eked out with platters and great
princess rose, and, taking the knife hi·
In a corner.
had used to cut the bread and ham
tankards of old pewter, while in the quaint hogshead
But Virginia waved the froth crown- she kissed the handle on the place
deep fireplace a gypsy kettle swung
ed pewter away with a smile and a where his lingers had grasjK'd It.
over a bed of fragrant pine wood empretty gesture. "My head has already "You're a very silly girl, Virginia, my
bers.
not strong enough for your dear." she said. "But, oh. how you d«
"This Is a delightful place—fit for a proved
mountains. I'm sure it isn't strong love him!
How he Is worth loving
said
an
emperor."
king or even for
enough for your l>eer. Have you some and—what a glorious hour you're havVirginia when the bare kneed chamois nice cold water?"
ing!"
hunter had offered her a chair near the
The young man laughed and shrug
For teu minutes she sat alone, perfire and crossed the room to open the
his shoulders, "our water her*» 1?
ged
haps more. Tlieu the door was tlung
closed cupboard under the dresser
fit only for the outside of the body,'
open and her host flung himself in.
shelves.
he explained. "To us that's no great no longer with the gay alt· which had
but
she
lie was stooping as
spoke,
Bat like a cloak upon him. but hot ami
at her last words looked around over
sulky, the Jug In his hand as empty
his shoulder.
as when he had gone out.
"We mountain men aren't afraid of u
"I have failed." he said gloomily-"!
little work—when it's for our ou u comhave failed, though I promised you
fort." he replied, "and most of t'uj
the milk."
things you see here are homemade dur"Couldn't you lind a cow?" asked
winters."
the

inan

ing

long

"Then you are all very clever indeed
But this place Is interesting. Tell me.
has the emperor ever been your gue-i
here? I've read—let me see. could i:
have been In the guidebook or in some

he comes occasionally t·»
this northern range of mountains."
"Oh, yes; the emperor has been at our
hut several times. He's good euong
to approve it," the host answered calmly, laying a loaf of black bread, a line
seeded cheese and a knuckle of ham on
Ile then glanced at his
the table.

paper?—that

come forward,
but she sut still on her throne of antlers, her small feet in their sensible
mountain boots daintily crossed under
the short tweed skirt.
"I hear he also Is a good chamois
hunter," she carelessly went on. "But
that perhaps is only the flattery which
makes the atmosphere of royalty. No
doubt you. for instance, could really
give him many points In chamois hunt

guest, expecting her to

lug."

"The emThe young man smiled.
& bad shot."
"For uu amateur. But you're a professional. I wager now that you would
not for the world chaude places with

peror's not

the emperor."
How the chamois hunter laughed ut
this and showed his white teeth! There
were those in the towns he scorned
who would have been astonished at
his light hearted mirth.
"Change places with the emperor!
Not unless I were obliged, gua' frauleln—not now, at all events," with a
complimentary bow and glance.
"Thank you. You're quite a courtier.
And that reminds me of another thing
they say of him in my country. The
story Is that he dislikes the society
of women. Hut perhaps It Is that he

Virginia.
"Oh. yes, I found one,

more than
I even
one, and caught them too.
forced them to stand still and grasped
them by their udders, but not a drop
af milk would come down. Alioiuiunble brutes! I would gladly have killed
them, but that would have given you
no milk."
For her life the princess could not
kelp laughing. Ills air was so desperate.
If only those cows could have known
who he was and appreciated the honor.
"Pray, pray don't mind." she begged.
•You have done more than nn*t men
jould have done. After all. I II have
ι glass of Rhaetlan beer with you to
lrink your health and that of your em·
wror.
1 wonder, by the b;.e. I.' he.
(vho prides himself on doing all things
Mine Portman started.
veil, can milk a cow."
"If not, he should learn," said the
deprivation, as we're nil true Rhaetla»H for our beer. Rut uow ou your •hamols hunter viciously. "There's no
I mowing, It seems, when one may need
account I'm sorry."
be
"Perhaps you have some milk?" sug ι he strangest accomplishments and
gested Virginia. "I love milk. And 1 1 liimiliatcd for lack of them.
"No. not humiliated." Virginia ascould scarcely count the cows, the;
ι uired him. "It's always Instructive to
were so many, as I came up the moiin
And you
iiul out one's limitations.
tain from Allehelllgen."
I lave I»eeu most good to me. See, while
"It's true there are plenty of cow
about," replied her host, "and I coul.' ; rou were gone I ate the slice of bread
en»ily catch one. But if I fetch tin ι ind ham you cut. and never did a meal
aste better.
Now. you must have
beast here can you milk it?"
"Dear me, no
Surely you, a grea' j nanv things to do which I've made
on
strong man, would never stand by am· ; rou leave undone. I've trespassed
let a weak girl do that? Oh. I almos
; rou too long."
"Indeed, lady, it seems scarcely a
wish I hadn't thought of the milk if
ι noment since you came, and I have no
I'm not to have it. I long for it
vork to do." the chamois hunter In
much!"

"You shall have the milk, lady," re·
turned the chamois hunter. "I"—
•*How good you are!" exclaimed the
princess. "It will lie more than nice of
you. But—I don't want you to think
that I'm giving you all this trouble
for nothing. Here's something Just t»

ι listed.
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I lie
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mountain," tin· princess confessed.

sbo had her lunch and will
I îave eaten it. and her guidebook
ι nust have kept her happy for awhile,
I jut by this time I'm afraid ehe's auxI ous and would lx> coming in search of
1 must go.
ue If she dared to stir.
ΛΊΙ1 you tell me by what name I shall
ι «member my rescuer when I recall
1 his day?"
"They named me for the emperor."
"They were wise. It stilts you. Then

'Luckily

doesn't understand them."
But I never show that I appreciate It and to re"It Is possible, lady.
heard that they were so difficult of member me by."
She would not look up. though Hhc
comorehension."
"Ah, that shows how little you longed to see what expression the
ehninols hunters have had time to dark face wore, but kept her eyes
learn. Why, we can't even understand upon her hand, from which she slowly
ourselves or know what we're most withdrew a ring. It titled tightly, for
think of you as Leopold. Leo
likely to do next, and yet—a very odç she had had It made years ago, before ! fihall
what? But, no; don't tell me the
thing—we have no difficulty in readiuj her slender lingers had finished grow 1 >o!d
It can't l>e good enough
oue another and knowing all each otb
lug. When at last she had pulled off >ther name.
do you know, I
the jeweled circlet of gold she held It I ο match the first, for,
er's weaknesses."
idmirc the name of Leopold more than
"That would seem to say that a man up temptingly.
iny other I've ever heard? So. Leo
"What I have done and anything I
should get a woman to choose his wife
will you shake bauds for goodfor hiiu."
may yet do Is a pleasure," said the I >old,
"I'm not so sure it would l>e wise, hunter. "But, after all, you have learn- I >y?"
The strong hand came out eagerly
yet your emperor, we hear, will let cd little of Hhaetla if you thluk that
tnd pressed hers. "Thank you, gna'
we mountain men ever take payment
the chancellor choose his."
You
"Ah, were you told this also In your from those to whom we've been able I rauleln, but it's not goodby yet.
ι nust let me help you back by the way
to show hospitality."
country?"
"Ah, but I'm not talking of pay- : •ou came and down the mountain."
"Yes, for the gossip is that she's an
"Will you really? I dared not ask
Now, what's the ment," pleaded the princess. "I wish
English princess.
good of l)elng a powerful emperor if only to be sure that you mayn't forget ts much for fear, In spite of your kind
he can't even pick out a wife to please the first woman who, you tell me. has I lospitality, you were, like your noble
ι ïamesake, a hater of women."
ever entered this door."
his own taste?"
'That's too hard α word even for an
The young man looked at the door.
"1 know nothing about such high
matters, gua' fraulein, but I fancied Dot at the girl. "It Is impossible that < (mirror, lady, while, as for me, if I
that royal folk took wives to please [ should forget," said he. almost stlttly. < iver said to myself Wo woman can b<>
their people rather than themselves.
It's their duty to marry, you kuow
And If the lady be of royal blood, virtuous, of the right religion, not too
sharp tempered and pleasant to look
at, why, those are the principal thlugs
The best is Hood's Sarsaparilla. It
to consider, 1 should suppose."

Spring Medicine

"So should I not suppose if I were a
and emperor. 1 should want the
pleasure of falling in love."
"Safer not, gna* fraulein. He might
fall in love with the wrong woman."
And the chamois hunter looked with
half shamed intentness into his guest's
man

sweet eyes.
She blushed under his gaze and was
so conscious of the hot color that she
retorted at random. "I doubt if he
could fall In love. A man who would
let his chancellor chooee for him—he
can have no warm blood in his veins."
"There I think you wïong him, lady,"
the answer came qcickly. "The embe he has
peror is—a man. But it may
found other interests in his life more

is the best because it does the most good.
While it makes the blood pure, fresh
and lively, it tones the stomach to better digestion, creates an appetite, stimu-
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Later he had returned to
the hut for a meal and a rest, while
his frletjils went down to the village
ou business which concerned them all.
As they had not come back, they were
probably amusing themselves, and
when he had given the ladle:; all ftie
assistance In his power he would Join
them.
The way down was easy to Virginia,
with his hand to help her when it was
nee«!ed. ami she had never been so
happy Iti her twenty years. But, after
all. she asked herself as they neared
the place where she had left Miss

Fortmau. what had she accomplished?
What impression was she leaving? Would this radiant morning of
adventure do her good or harm with
Leopold when Miss Mowbray should
meet lilm later in some conventional
way through letters of introduction to

court dignitaries at Krouburg?
While she wondered Ills voice broke
Into her questionings.
"I hope, cna' fraulein." the chamois
hunter was saying, almost shyly and
as if by an effort, "that you won't go
away from our country thinking that
we UhaetJans are so cold of heart and
blood as you've seemed to fancy. We
men of the mountains may be different from others you have seen, but
we're not more cold. The torrent of
our blood may sleep for a season under Ice. but when the spring conies,
as It must, and the Ice melts, then the
torrent gushes forth the more hotly
because It has not spent Its strength

before."
"I shall remember your words," said
the princess, "for my Journal of Rhaetla. And. now, here's my poor friend.
I shall have to make her a thousand
excuses."
For her Journal of Rhaetla! For a
moment the man looked wistful, as if
it were a pain to him that he would
have no other place In her thoughts
nor time to win It since there sat a
lady in a tourist's hat aud eyeglasses
and tin· episode was practically closed.
He looked, too. as If there was something lie would add to his last words
If he could, but Miss Fortman saw the
two advancing figures and shrieked u
shrill cry of thanksgiving.
"Oh, I have been so dreadfully anxious!" she groaned. "What has kept
3'oti? Have you had an aecideut?
Thank heaven you're here! I l>egau
to give up hope of ever seeing you
Igain alive."

"Perhaps you never would ir it
hadn't Ixvu for the help of this good
*nd brave now friend of mine." snld
Virginia, hurrying Into explanations.
Ί got Into dreadful difficulties up
there.
It was much worse than I
thought, but Li-npouJ" .Mi- Port man

started, stared wi.h ht r !:.· ir i;;lited
eyes at the tall brown i:k:u with Ware
knees, colored, gasped and swallowed
hard after a quick glance at her princess—" Leopold happened to lie near,
came to my lu i,» ami saved me. Wasn't
It providential?
Oh, I avu:e you,·
Leopold is a monarch—of chamois
Give him your clyik and
hunters!
rucksack to carry with mint·, dear
He's kind enough
Miss .Manchester.
to say that he'll guide us all the way
down to Aileheiligcn, and I'm glad to

accept his service."

Miss Portmuu, a devout royalist
ami tirm believer In the right of kings,
grew crimson, lier nose especially, as
It invariably did at moments of strong
emotion.
The emperor of Khaetla here, caught
and trapped, like Pegasus bound to the
plow, and forced to carry luggage us
If he were a common porter—worst of

all, her lnslgnlflcunt, twice wretched
luggage!
She would have

protested

If she had

dared, but she did not dare nml was
obliged to see that Imperial form—unmistakably imperial, it seemed to her,
though masquerading in humble guis·

—loaded down with her rucksack aud
her large golf cape, with galoches Ια
the pocket.
Crushed under the magnitude of her
discovery, dazzled by the surprising
brilliance of the princess' capture, stupefied by the fear of saying or doing
the wronj tiling ami ruining her Idol's
bizarre triumph, poor Miss Portman
st tggered as Virginia helped her to her
feet.

"'Vhy, you re cramped with sitting
long." cried the princess. "Be careful. Iiut Leopold will give you hi*
arm.
Leopold will take you down,

ehnln.

those who

thÎSSid UiSd^foraTeSSiUbTtaT·

pood luck.

won't yo-.!. Leopold?"
And the Imperial eagle, who hatl
hoped for totter things, meekly allowed another link to 1κ» added to his

years—proves its merit.

prefer medicine
8«rsatabe-For
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η chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs, as well as
MentiIn
cally the ismt curative properties as the liquid
form, besides accuracy of done, convenience, econ·
there being no loss by evaporation, breakο my,
an or leakage Bold by drunUU or sent by mall,

may make you think even iietter of
If you will you shall l>e our
guide down to Allebetligeu, where
we've been staving at the inn since
last night.
Besides nil that. If you
wish to lie very £ool you ruay carry
our cloaks and rucksacks, whi»'!i seem
so heavy to us, but will lie ro lling for
your strong shoulders."
The face of the chamois hunter
changed and changed again with such
amused appreciation of her demands
that Virginia turned her head away
lest she should 'argli and thus let
him guess that she held the key to the
inner situation.
His willingness to become a cowherd and now a beast of burden for
the foreign lady he hail seen and her
friend whom he had not seen was indubitably genuine. lie was pleased
with the adventure. If bot as pleased
as his Initiated companion.
For the
next few hours the hunter was free,
It seemed. lie said that he had been
out since early «'awn and had had
our sex.

so

lates the kidneys and liver,
timonials in

good to π man ns η real companion' I'm ready to unsay It."
"I'm Kind.
Then you shall come
with me and help nip, and you shall
help my friend, who Is so good and
so
strongmlnded that perhaps she
of much
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It It the mind that niaketh
or
III. that inaketh wretchedness or happiness. rich or poor
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Norway,
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Buckdeld,
Mr*. Harlow. Post OffloeParis Hill,
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
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A

Republican State Convention
WILL BE HELD IN THE

Portland,

Armory,

Tuesday, April 30th, 1908,

At 1.30 o'clock, P. M.,
for the purpose of selecting six candidate» Jfor
electors of President and Vice-President of the
United States, and four delegates at large and
four alternates to attend the National Republican
Convention to be held In the City of Chicago, tn
the State of Illlno's, on Tuesday the ltith <Uy of
of
June. lHOS, and the
any other business that may properly come before It.
The basis of representation will I* a* follows :
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled
to one delegate, and for every 75 votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor In 1M<*>
an additional delegate, and for each fraction of
40 votes In excess of 75 vote*, an additional
delegate. Vacancies In the delegation of any
clty, town or plantation can only be lll'ed by
residents of tlutCounty In which the vacancies

transacting

home Friday.
Mrs. A. E. Hodgdon writes the Democrat that while people are telling about
Mayflowers and butterflies and cherry
blossoms, she has something still better
for a spring sign in the form of a nest of
little birds, which were two weeks old
Sunday. How's that for cold weather?
A. W. Walker A Son hate a crew of
men doing an extensive job of alteration
at "Lyoneden" for Rear Admiral H. W.
Lyon. The work includes the excavation of a cellar under the entire house
and ell and a large amount of cement
work. The Admiral and Mrs. Lyon are
now in New York on their way to Maine.
Miss Mary I. Mellen arrived home
from Portland Saturday, where she has
been spending the winter.
was so
Herbert Gibbs, whose arm
badly injured a few weeks since, has so
far recovered as to be able to return
home Saturday from the Central Maine
Hospital at Lewiston.
During the high gale of Saturday
night and Sunday a part of the barn
south of the old court house, belonging
to Miss Fannie Hammond, blew down.
of the roof and some of the
A

large part

front of the

the wind.

building

were

removed by

At the Baptist church next Sunday
there will be an Easter concert in place
of the regular service. Rev. Mr. Hill
will probably be away for two Sundays
and will begin hie pastorate here on the
first Sunday in May.
Hiram J. Rawson has sold his farm in
the Partridge District to Perley F. Rip
ley and has purchased of his father, Job
H. Rawson, hie stand in this village.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Rawson will continue
to make their home at the same place.

Greenwood.

As I seat myself to sketch a few locals
on this Thursday morning, after a sixinch snow storm and the wind now
exist.
a TO mile gale, accompanied by
blowing
In
the
The State Committee will be In session
frequent squalls, I turn to Hicks' almaanteroom of the Armory at 12 :30 o'clock P. M
be says about it, if anyon the day of the Convention for the purpose of nac to see what
receiving the credentials of delegates. A dele- thing, and here is ore sentence, selected
In order to be eligible to participate In the
gate
fp»m many, which seems to hit the mark
Convention must be elected subsequent to the
storm period
date of this cad, and del-gates e innot be elected very correctly: "A regular
under this call to the Stite Convention to be being central on the 9tb, extends from
hereafter call-*! for the purpose of nominating a the 7th to the 11th."
Rev. Mr. Hicks,
candidate for Governor.
be quite a
All elector» of Maine, without regard to past you are proving yourself to
In
believe
the
who
prln weather prophet.
political affiliation*,
on the
clples of the Republican l'arty an·! endorse It*
here
was
Oue of the selectmen
policies, are cordlallv Invited to unite under thl->
2d inst. to see how rich we are this
call In electing delegates to this convention.
Per order. Republican State Committee.
spring. He found nothing to compare
hKTM M. CA RTER, Chairman.
to Rockefeller or Carnegie; but what of
BY RON R< >Y D, Secretary.
it? How much of their millions can they
Lewlston, February 12, l'ÂW.
carry with them over there to the pale
realms of shade? Wonder if they ever
Under this call, the towns and plantation» In
that question.
Oxford County will be entitled to delegates as stop to ask themselves
follows :
Our Sunday company consisted of I.
—98.
OXFORD COUNTY
W. Swan and wife and little girl of
Locke's Mills, also Ernest Brooks and
6
1 i Norway,
Albany,
Mr. Brooke is employ3 wife of Norway.
3
Oxford,
Andover,
S ed in the
5
Parle,
Bethel.
bakery and is well
Norway
2
3
Peru,
Brown deld,
with his situation. While here
pleased
3
3
Porter.
Buckdeld,
he bought a half gallon of maple syrup
1
Roxbury,
Byron,
7 with which to sweeten up, as he intimatRum ford,
2
Canton,
2
1
Stone
ham,
Denmark,
ed, after getting home. Hie local paper
4
Stow,
Dix field.
2 is the Democrat, and he says it almost
3
Sumner,
Frveburg,
1 seems like getting a letter from his
I
Sweden,
Glieal,
1
1
Grafton.
Upton,
home every week.
2 former
2 i Waterford,
Greenwood,
3
They began to complain of the bad
I
Woodstock,
Hanover.
roads before the present fall of snow,
Hartford,
PLANTATIONS:
Hebron,
and probably they will be no better after
1
3
Lincoln,
Hiram,
1 it leaves until they are repaired.
3
Magalloway,
Lovell,
1
I
Uncle Solon and Them Steers were
Milton,
Mason,
Mexico,
well served up and illustrated in the last
m
II
Xewry,
Saturday Evening Journal by L. C.
Bateman. Uncle Solon knows how to
in bis way and Mr. Bateman
REPUBLICAN tell a story
SECOND DISTRICT
knows equally well how to report it.
CONVENTION.
There are now six inches of snow on
the ground, and still they go by with
The Second District Republican Convention wagons, but what the birds will find to
will be held In City Hall, Lewlston. Maine,Tues- eat until it
gets bare again is the quesday, May 12th, 1908, at 1 :SO P. M. for the pur- tion.
pose of nominating a candidate for Congress to
be voted for at the September election; electing
East Sumner.
two district delegates and two alternates to attend the National Republican Convention at
The few inches of snow that fell on
Chicago. .June 1β, l'Afct; electing a district com
mlttee. and transacting any other business that Wednesday afternoon was welcomed by
may properly come before It.
the teamsters who were trying to finish
The l>as!» of representation will be as fol'ows :
of log* on sleds. It helpEach city, town and plantation will be enilt'ed their browing
to one delegate, and for each 75 votes cast for ed them greatly.
In
1st*
the Republican candidate for Governor
Freeland Farnum, who has been living
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of 4<>
in the place for several months, has
votes In excess of 75 an additional delegate. Va
Hartford near hie
(ancles In the delegation of an ν city, town or moved back into
plantation can only be tilted by a resident of the former place of residence.
county In which the vacancy exists
Rev. S. C. Eaton of Bangor began a
The District Committee will be In session In
the reception room of the Hall at 11 o'clock, A. year's pastorate with the Congregational
M on the morning of the convention for the pur- church at East Sumner on the first Sabpose of receiving credentials of the delegates.
bath in April. He is also supplying the
Delegates In order to b» eligible to participate In
afternoons and
the convention must be elected subsequent to the Baptist pulpit Sunday
date of the call for this convent'on.
his service* are much appreciated by all
The chairmen of the various delegations are
that hear him.
requested to forward a full list of the delegates
Α. II. Harlow and family have moved
and alternates to the Secretary of the District
at)
H.
H.
Maine,
Committee,
ila.-tlngs. Bethel,
for the summer to their cottage in Harpssoon as they are chosen
well. He has a job for the season buildPe: order Republican District Committee.
ing cottages at Bailey's Island.
Lewlston, Maine, April 2nd, 190t<.
FRED W. WIGHT,
Perley Ripley is now occupying the
A. D. CORNISH.
rent formerly used by Mr. Harlow.
F Β. NICHOLS,
D. O. COOL1DGE,
Henry Poland was reported ae criticalR. C. REED,
ill last week with doubts expressed as
ly
Η. H. HASTINGS.
to hie recovery.
It was reported last week that Aben
Robinson had sold his farm in Hartford.
Coining Events.
T. B. W. Stet»;m of Hartford has some
200,000 feet of logs to drive down the
May .V— OxfonI Pomona .range, Bethel.
Kumfonl
Judicial
Mar li.—Supreme
Court,
stream to be cut out at Ben Bisbee's
rail··.
mill. The place is assuming its usual appearance of a vast mill yard.
NEW ADVERT1SEM ENTS.
To "John"—Now is the time to set
that hen, but don't neglect the caucus.
The black caw-cuss has come to make
Only Necessary Ιυ Treat the Stomach.
Eye Symptoms.
melody.
Distinctive ami Exclusive Sty'es.
Hamlsome Snappy Clothes.
Wilson's mnis.
Carriage Umbrellas.
The Blue Stores.
Mrs. Gretta Wilson spent several days
Men's Ht-avv Grain Leather Shoes.
last week at Errol, N. il., with her
The Nobby Spring Suits.
sister.
Consumption.
It is Time.
T. J. and S. W. Bennett have gone to
Subscribe Now.
Pontook to work building booms.
H Insurance Statements.
N' tlce of Bankruptcy.
Bert Hosmer is keeping bachelor's
Manure Sprea<lers.
hall at the Bean place.
New Millinery.
Ε S. Bennett went to Rumford last
week.
Oxford County and Congress.
Mace Collens is stopping at the AzisOxford County has a roll of honor in
coos House.
who
have
the list of her eminent men
J. W. Bucknam has been hauliDg hay
served in Congress, and now comes the to his
camp on Dead Diamond for next
that
the
name
to
add
to
list
opportunity
winter.
of Hon. John P. Swasev, as Representative to the next Congress.
West Lovell.
Mr. Swasey is a man of broad views,
Ed Hodgdon is helping Nathaniel Pox
keen insight, and a fearless advocate of
split his wood.
any cause which he believes to be just.
Merton Λ Lord, having flawed wood
His eminent ability is too well known in for several farmers in Lovell and Stow,
this section of the state to call for any
is fitting wood for his folks at home.
commendation here. He isa man whose
Pred Stearns is assisting his wife paint
in
of
heart
out
tenderness
goes
great
and paper before spring work begins.
He
the
and
to
suffering.
poor
sympathy
Mrs. Georgie Chadbourne arrived from
is a friend to the old soldier and a staunch
Lynn last Thursday and is to work for
cause.
His
of
the
temperance
supporter
V. H. McAllister.
varied and extended experience in his
law practice eminently fits him for
North Paris.
service in Congress, where he will ably
Alfred Andrews fonnd a hen's egg
battle for the interest of the state and which measures 6x7 7-S inches.
nation.
School in the Tuell District began
He has stood faithfully by the RepubApr. β. Mr. Wright, teacher.
lican party under circumstances which
Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow visited at A.
would have driven many other men out
D. Andrews' Apr. 8.
of the party, and now is the opportunity
Mrs. Sarah Proctor of Woodstock
for Oxford County to honor itself by visited her
sister, Mrs. Eliza Twitchel),
such loyal support of Mr. Swasev, as its a few
days.
candidate for a seat in the National
Mr. Wm. Whitmau has had another
House of Representative#, as will insure sick
spell.
his election to the next Congress.
The Ladies' Aid had a lnnch of cake
Let old Oxford speak promptly, firmly and cotfee with an entertainment
April
and with a decision which means suc- 10th.
A Voter.
cess.

I

»

Hodge Post Endorses Swasey.
COMRADES

ENTH18IASTIC
OF

At a

Hodge

IN

SUPPORT

HIM.

special meeting

of the J. A.
Poet, Ko. 71, held on the fourth

day of April, 1908, at Canton, Maine,
the following resolutions were unani-

mously adopted:

Resolved,

day οI April, 1906.

Ry®™00?;.

advan°®.d.

t^Yo

1'°Μγ8.
<Mrs.

gaining.

has^beer

the^owns
1.

dancing

h°Mre

run. returning after the play.
There was a aocial dance at Nezinacot
Hall Friday evening.
Nezinscot Lodge worked the third degree on one candidate at their regular

s°J?th

walking along the edge of the river and
slipped and fell headlong into about
eight feet of water. He waa able to get
out without asaiaUnce.
Miaa Zelma Heraey entertained the
Junior Endeavor Society of the Baptiat
church ftt her home Friday evening.
Lovell.

Last Sunday Benj. Russell, Jr.'a, horae
drank a quantity of mixed paint, and ar
At present
a result has been very sick.
and will probably recovHe did not seem to discriminate be
er.
interior
tween paint for exterior or
work.
Β. E. Brown has quite a force of workmen on hie buildings, making ready for
summer business.
Lumber is being carried to W. E.
Hutchins' cottage at Northwest Cove to
the same.
We presume the
he is

improving

_

enlarge
family is increasing,
expected.

East Bethel.

S. L. Plummer is on a trip to Brighton
and vicinity. He took along a fancy
pair of 4-year-old Hereford steers and
will ship them from South Paris with
cattle of Mclntire Bros.
LeBaron Bros, have about 100 thousand of oak at their mill, which they are
sawing Into wagon and wheel stock for
A. E. Stevens Co. of Portland. They
are also doing considerable custom saw-

ing.

load of

Spreaders.
carload

In

we

buying a

get

give

see

the

them

big

a

count which we
to

Oxford.

I. H. C. Manure

12

are

buyer.

the tea man, was in
last week. He reports

W. A. Bragg,
town a few days
business very good.

The score

The annual business meeting of the
VIS was held at F. A. Frost s Ihur
day evening. The same officers were reelected :
■

Pre»l'lent—Mrs. F.

A-£r?,et;,„nt

To»M?: SA3SEV rrost.

^WOTk"

begun

E

suitable condition.

are

W.
her
for

Mr. Eli Whitney, who has been ill
with rheumatism, is now improving.
Geo. Hill and Fred Poor have gone
Pramingbam, Mass., for the summer.
Leland Wade has taken a position in

'^roinieuTW.'c.
JT-·»'

ο'Γμο*

Mn?F*r«d
tillage

Wjd-

A NEW PAIR OF GLOVES.

A NEW RAIN COAT.
A NEW EASTER TIE.

to

A NEW SHIRT.

We

imperfections of the eyes.

We DO cure troubles of the
above kind with glasses.

RICHARDS,

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
SOUTH

PARIS,

MAINE.

Orient Insurance Company
Of Hartford, Conn.
Assets Dec. 31, 1807
φ 167 ,686 :ι» I
Real estate,
1,731,,176 97
Stock* and bond·,
215,,17* 85 I
ami
bank,
Cash In office
2(11,,312 42
Agents' balances,
4,,076 37
Hills receivable,
25,,132 03
Interest anil rente,
89,063 45
All other assets,

$2,383,624 47
161,078 93

Gross assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,

Admitted assets,

Liabilities Dec.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Λ II other liabilities,
Cash

rapltil,

Surplus

over

all

31, 1907.

$2,222,645 54
135,852 07
1,180,322 58

$

26.546 57
500,000 00

379,824 32

liabilities,

Real estate,

Co.,

Mechanic·' In·.

<fc

Lowell, Ma··.
Assets Dec. 31, 1907.

57.085 60

23,501 00
539,914 50
28 145 72
12,509 54
4,728 25

Cash In office and bank,
Agents' balances,
Interest and rents,

$678,914 01

Gross assets,

$078,914 61

31,1907.

$

731 75
34fl,86i) 0·.
4,304 41
327,018 43

$68,914 61
Total liabilities and surplus,
H. L. Elliott, Agent, Rumford Falls, Maine.

dis-

going

prices

we

right.

are

to Serve You.

F. H. NOYES CO.
Norway

Soutb. Parle

S. B. &. IS. PRINCE
ARE SHOWING

Apron Ginghams
FOR 8 CENTS.

Λ

Ginghams

New Dress

For 10, 12 1-2, 15, 25 Cents.

CALL AND LOOK THEM OVER.

Call and

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

placing

before

our

φ 15/ΌΟΟΟ

Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,

Admitted assets,
Liabilities Dec.

and

Waiting

are

$2.222,545 54
Total liabilities and surplus,
(I. L. Elliott A, Co., Agents, Rumford Kails, Me.
Trader·'

styles

We have the latest

believe

A. W. WALKER k SON

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

d8i.

Norway Lake.
C. F. Partridge of Rochester, Ν. Y.,
visited his parents for a few days. His

father seemed much worse, but is more

comfortable

now.

Benjamin Tucker is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Tucker, in FarmMrs.

ington, Me.
Victor L. Partridge had

one foot jammed at the mill April 8.
A. D. Kilgore la moving into the rent
over the "Hall.""
Mrs. Sabrlna Lasselle Is In poor health
now.

Hebron.

The Ladies' Circle had a eupper and
entertainment Tuesday evening.

Grange held its
ing Wednesday, April 7th,
Hebron

all day meetand instruct-

ed two candidates in the fourth degree.
After dinner the following programme
was

carried out:

by tho choir.
Edna George.
Reading
Bello Harrington.
Current events,
Resolved, That the present requireQuestion
ments of farming make a course at an agricultural college profitable.
Music by the choir.
Voted to have a sugaring off at the next
Music

meeting.

Mrs. S. P. Cushman is very feeble
and her sister, Mrs. H. A. Cushman, is
with her at present.
A. E. George's youngest daughter
Esther is in poor health.
Mrs. Walter Conant and her sister,
Mrs. Alton Damon, of Buckfield, recently visited their cousin, Horatio Murch,
at Rumford Falls.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bartlett and some
Pomona Grange at
others attended
Suuth Paris last week.
The prize debate at the academy will
be Friday, April 17th.
Mrs. Fannie, wife of Henry K. Stearns,
who had been ill for some weeks, but of
late had apparently been improving,
died Sunday afternoon. Mts. Stearns
was the daughter of the late Dr. J. C.
Donham, and was 35 years of age. She
leaves a husband and one son, and a
very large circle of friends to mourn her
seemingly untimely death. The funeral
will be Wednesday at 1 o'clock.
Hiram.

On Friday Rev. and Mrs. Hervey H.
Hoyt started for Peabody, Kansas, to
visit bis parents. His mother is ill, but

H. 0. Rolfe Is rushing business at hie
mill, working both a day and night crew.
P. H. Rolfe of Appleton is with his
brother during the busy season.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Walker are at
Jerome Johnson's assisting during the
illness of the family with the measles.
Mrs. Johnson is the only one now critically ill.
W. A. Emery went to Portland Tues-

day, returning Wednesday.

Helen M. Sanderson, who baa been in
to

Mrs. S. S. Hall and children returned
from New Hampshire the 10th, accompanied by Mrs. Hall's brother, Roy
Brown.

North Stoneham.

Mrs. Chester Beckler and little child
from Woodstook are staying at Riley

McKeen'a.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lawrence are
Grange holds a "Farmers'
Mr·. Perkins.
from H. B. McKeen's into the
moving
Mrs. Daniel Wood and daughter visiton the Culbert place.
Hut
T.
ed Mrs. Fred B'.iok and attended the
Fred Warren of East Stoneham is at
Ur meeting «t Mr.. J«H» B«o e Uet
dance Friday evening.
for Wm. Gammon.
work
has
returned
Mr·. Melvina Farnham
J. C. File·, who has been at work in
the
has
Hickford
a
after
purchased
at
home
Mass.,
to her
Stow,
had to go
rood formerly ecu- the mill bere, was siok and
abort viait at her brother'·, John York's,
home.
who ia no better.
Herbert Adams is oobbing strips for J.
«1 lut
They have started up sawing birch io
Bartlett.
nesday, miking good elelghlng «g·!» Ό'
the mill here.
Mrs. Eunloe Adams is very siok. Her
Mr. and Mr·. Will MoAUiater visited 1 *
Amoa Lawler, of Lovell,
Wunn onllod on friend· In daughter, Mrs.
their daughter, Mrs. Xogene Lovejoy,
li oaring for bar.
ImI Frldfcj.
this
reoentlj.

S°Frosf°Mt.a

A NEW HAT.

in most cases can be traced

Harry Delano has gone to Turner to
attend Leavitt Institute.
your order.
Linneus Millett and his wife have
gone to the Morey farm at Poland to
work during the summer.
received that Mr.
Word has been
Orover of Bethel wae very sick and was
not expected to live. Mr. Grover is the
SOUTH PARIS.
father of Mrs. Ε. H. Pratt. Mr. Pratt
was the former principal of the high
NOTICE.
school here.
,
the District Court of the United States fo
The selectmen are on their annual Inthe
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
rounds assessing the taxes.
In the matter of
)
The Congregationalist Ladles Circle
SAMUEL D. RAND,
} In Bankruptcy.
of Dlxfleld, Bankrupt.)
met Wednesday with Mrs. Frank Keene.
To the creditors of Samuel D. Rand, In th
Hannaford of Rumford
Rev. Mr.
of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
preached at the Methodist church Sun- County
Notice Is hereby given that on the 11th day ο
A.
D. 1908, the said Samuel D. Kan
April,
A. Roberts Post, G. A. R., will ob- was duly tuljudlcated bankrupt, and that the (Ire
of
his
creditors will be held at the offic
meeting
serve its twentieth anniversary on the
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, Soutl
tenth of April.
Parle, on the 29th day of April, A. D. 1908, a
Mr. aud Mrs. Frank Keene spent Sat- 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time th
said creditors may attend, prove their clalmi
urday and Sunday in Auburn.
appoints trustee, examine the bankrupt, am

receiving tomb will be town nursing and visiting, returned
the ground is in a Portland Tuesday.

on the
as soon as

East Brownfleld.

North Waterford.

Oliver Bowers and David Lebroke
visiting in Boston.
Nancie Stone is working for Mrs.
S. Perkins.
Mrs. Hattie Rice is stopping at
home now. She has been caring

latter.

full

\

A NEW SUIT.

Stomach Disorders

S.

Complete.

EASTER SUNDAY, the 19th, and PATRIOTS'
mark the
DAY, April 20th, are the spring days that
summer
and
for
winter
of
spring
clothing
laying aside
Easter coming so late this year you will need
wear.
for that day

light.

I Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash
capital,
I

a car-

now

Nervousness,

Spreaders !
We have just received

Goods Are

Headaches,

Manure

village quite freely.

of

Red Lids,

Jesse P. Morris of Skippers, Va., bad
He
a close call in the spring of 1900.
me
says: "An attack of pneumonia left
so weak and with such a fearful cough
that my friends declared consumption
had me, and death was on my heels.
Then I was persuaded to try Dr. King's
New Discovery. It helped me immediately, and after taking two and one half
bottles I was a well man again. I found
out that New Discovery is the best remedy for coughs and lung disease Mn all
the world." Sold under guarantee at
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drugstore. 50c
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

is the choiee of every girl who has
The reason is simever tasted it.

ple:

high-grade materials.

pure,

J. H.

transact such other business as may proper!
come before said meeting.
South Parle, April 13, 1908.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee InPankruptcy.

Fletolier,

Confectioner, Norway, Me.
Opp. τ" τν»

Souae.

Spring Specialties
IN OUR

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
Lace Curtains.

ENTIRE NEW LINE AT 50c, 75c, 87 1-20, $1.00,
$1.25, 1.50, 2.25, 2.50, 3.00 and 3.50 per pair.

Couch and Table Covers

OF TAPESTRY, AT 50c, 75c, $1.00, 1.50, 1.75,

$3.00

and 3.50 each.

Wall Papers.

THE NEW LINE OF WALL

INSPECTION.

READY

FOR

ROLLS.

PRICE 5c

to

IS

PAPER

OVER

NOW
7000

35c per roll.

are

ready

clothes.

We

We

WE HAVE ONE OF

THE

IN

HAVE EVER SHOWN.
CALL AND SEE THEM.

to show you our collection of

anxious to have you

are

we

have collected

see

them and pass your

models

an

are new

this

A.

A

SnURTLEFF

House

cleaning

time is

A.

enmTLKFK

A

of labor in

article

In

10

we

gives

applying,

have

ever

F. A. THAYER,

injure

the least amount
of any

and 25 cent Jars.

We have

SOUTH PARIS, (a Stores,) MAINE.
laVBTLErF A CO.

CARRIAGE

we are
F.

Extra

A.

8HÛBTLEFF

A

CO.

UflBRELLAS.

Common eight ribbed, wood handle

PARIS, MAINE

Grain Leather
Shoes for $2.50.

Men's

used.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
A.

SOUTH

BILLINGS BLOCK,

At the Pharmacies of

F.

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

the best

the silver.

and the

Prices from $2.75 to 20.

Cando Silver Polish.
polish, with

high

LARGE VARIETY.
FOUR DISTINCT LINKS.

CO.

here.

It

right

is

are

to

Carriages.

Clean your silver with

It cleans but does not

and ask you

New Go Carts and

MAINE.

F.

We think

them.

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

SQUARE,

CO

wear

season.

A
F.

tailoring

NORWAY,

PARI»,

SOUTH

to

These clothes

judgment.
the

ready

Η. B. FOSTER,

LINES WE
ALL GRADES.

N. Dayton Bolster &, Co.,
GO MARKBT

see

extra nice assortment

particular ;

class in every

Carpets and Art Squares.
BEST

^Tbere^was

by the

failing

W7.

j!

South Pari·.

THE BLUE STORES Wish to
Call Your Attention to the Fact
That Their Spring Stocks of

Do Dot always make their
known by
presence

DEATH WAS ON HIS HEELS.

Friday
this purpose, and the trip is now
Β. E. Brown'a for the summer.
assured.
S. F. Heald, wife and daughter, have
visited in Portland, Boston and vicinity.
A TWENTY YEAR SENTENCE.
Mrs. Ella Harmon and Mrs. Sarah
have just completed a twenty year
"I
Charles were in Portland a few days last
health sentence imposed by Bucklen's
Arnica Salve, which cured me of bleedτ. Allard who cut his foot quite
ing piles just twenty years ago," writes
badly has so improved that he is able to O.
S. Woolever of LeRaysville, Ν. Y.
be about bis work.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve heals the worst
on
landed
The different lots of logs
sores, boils, burns, wounds and cute in
Upper Kezar are boomed and waiting the shortest time. 25c at F. A. Shurtlefl
for the Ice to go.
& Co.'s drug store.
After the going of the ice we expect
the salmon, and the best fishing is at
that time. The ice is still strong on
the lake except about the shores where
it is weakening and giving away.
J. W. Charles is painting his buildings.
H. Walker is repairing his buildings,
building new chimneys, and putting now
sills under the stable.
New maple syrup is coming into the

2,

SYMPTOMS

EYE

Foster and Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Barker
attended Oxford Pomona at Sonth Paris.
Ioe went ont of the Androscoggin
April lOtb.

Co. A, First Regiment, N. O. S. M., of
or more guests are
Portland, plan· to attend the inauguration of the next president on March 4,
Miss Winona Stearns, a niece of Ε. T.
entirely on its own hook and
Stearns, is making her home there and 1909, going
paying its own expenses. For some
attending Fryeburg Academy.
been accumulating a fund for
to work at time it has
Lila Garland came

^Geo^A.1'Chandler's

men, was won
W

R. F. D.

Mrs. Will Holt visited Canton last
•reek.
Mrs. Irving Kimball has returned
borne to Boston.
Mr. John Fifield visited his sister,
Mrs. Ο. K. Hastings, last week.

D°Li'nnie

The basket
game Saturday
ing, between the married men and single

For Sale.
Citi-1
A few tons of choice hay.
zens' Telephone call 2-33.
J. S. BROWN,
14-15

George Swan's family are having the
Chas. Record bad a cold bath Friday mumps.
Mrs. Lizzie Bartlett, Mrs. Fannie
afternoon while on his way to his work
C.
at the Iriah Brothers' mill. He waa Farrar, Mrs. Mabel Bartlett, Mr. D.
meeting Saturday night.

will have charge.
and Mrs. Ellis Doble of
It is reported that Mrs. Georgie Stone
will erect a large cottage at the head of Paris have been the guests of Ur*. improving.
the lake this season. It is said that the Doble's parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Mrs. Nellie Bigley has gone to Port,
land to remain some weeks, dressmakplan is for a building that will easily acGeo.
Mrs.
for
is
Pratt
working
commodate one hundred guests. There
ing.
in an admirable location in that section
Hon. Peter B. Young and Mrs. Young
Berkand
Chester
is
no
for a summer house, and there
are recovering from their severe illness.
sixteen
shire
sow
well
be
will
pigs.
recently dropped
patMrs. Lusanna W. Hubbard ie improvquestion bat that it
ronized. The Freeman cottage, which On account of the wlndy weather eight ing slowly, and her condition hopeful.
Is in that section, is the best one in of them succumbed to the cold. Mr.
On April 1st Mr. Evans 0. Allen died
town and it is suggested that the pro- Chandler has another valuable sow that suddenly from hemorrhage of the lungs.
On the previous day he was about the
prietor intends to make it a tine resort, has a litter of six pig»·
in fact a first class club bouse.
villages on his business. He was a son
Locke's Mille.
Another cottage will be erected near it
of Hon. Oliver Allen. He leaves an
Fred Penley and Chester Cummingi aged mother, one brother, a wife and
by Dr. Deering this spring. It will be
made up in bungalow style. Other cot- are sick with the mumps.
daughter. He was born in Hiram, May
tages in the vicinity are E. Cole's, Geo.
Roy Brown caught a pickerel that 15th, I860. He was an excellent citizen
the
and
A. England's, H. H. Crockett's
weighed 4 pounds, 15 ounces, one day of pure life and correct and genial in
Bartlett sisters.
his business and social relatione.
not a large attendance at
On the 8th Mt. Cutler Grange, P. of
Albany.
the V. I. S. Sewing Circle Wednesday H., No. 152, celebrates its anniversary.
Oscar Judkin· and brother, who are afternoon, on account of the storm.
East Waterford.
evenball

Denmark.
Don't forget the May ball May night
attending Gould Academy, recently
by Denmark Lodge, No. 50, I. 0. 0. F., spent Saturday and Sunday with their
Straw's OrHall.
Pel lows'
at Odd
uncle, Ε. T. Judkins.
chestra, five pieces.
Gertie F. Sloan spent a few days with
Mr. James McCauley from Newport, her
friend, Mrs. Harry McNaily, and
Vt., will eogage in the blacksmith busi- also called on Mrs. D. A. Cummings
Monon
ness at Mr. I. H. Berry's shop
last week.
day. He comes here well recommended
Mrs. Alma Judkins and Mrs. Cora
and will reside in the
as a workman,
Cummings were at J. W. Cummings'
cottage of Mr. A. H. Jones.
recently.
Three applications for membership in
Mrs. Lauren Lord and Miss Estella
Silver Lodge, No. 19, R. D., I. Ο. O. P., Bean visited their sister, Mrs. Harry
were received at their regular meeting
Sawin, at North Waterford.

That it gives us
great pleasure to learn of the enthusias- Thursday evening.
Mrs. C. K. Belcher has returned from
tic, loyal and undivided support of the
Republicans of Oxford County for our her trip to Barre, Vt
Hon.
comrade and past commander,
The town house is receiving a new
John P. Swasey, of Canton, as a candi- >coat of white paint by Mr. Nelson
date for Congress.
Thomes and Geo. L. Wentworth.
Second. Resolved, That we earnestly
Sumner.
solicit the support of all the O. A. R.
Posts of this Congressional District and
Mrs. Alton Ames, who has been very
all the old soldiers for oar comrade, •ick, is gaining.
Hon. John P. Swasey, as it is the first
Hattie Varney, who has been visiting
and probably the last opportunity we her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ν. M. Varney,
shall have to vote for a comrade for has returned to her school at Rnmford
Palls.
representative to Congress
Wilbnr Foster and wife of MassachuThird. Resolved, That a copy of
Post
sent
to
setts are visiting his parents, Mr. and
these résolutions be
every
in this Congressional District and urgent- ! Mrs. G. B. Poster.
Agnes MoPherson is working for Mrs.
ly request that it may be published in all
this Dennis Parlin.
the Republican
newspapers in
Per order of
District
I Myrtle and Laura Bowker visited Pearl
McPherson a few days last week.
J. A. Hodgk Post,
Lionel Bowker visited his aunt, Mrs.
By R. A. Barrows,
Ε. E. Roberts, recently.
Adjutant.
Dated at Canton, Maine, this fourth
Guy Russell, who has been sick, is
First.

and Mrs. Skillinga of Harvard, Mass.
time.
Mrs. J. G. Gehring is visiting New
Easter will be observed at the Uni▼ersalist church next Sunday in the York and Boston.
Wednesday was a real old fashioned
morning by an appropriate sermon and
a foot of enow
special choir music. The communion winter's day. Nearly afternoon
made a
service will also be observed and it is fell and the rain in the
sleighs were in
hoped there will be a baptism. In the good crust. Thursday
mill and it
evening the Sunday School and choir use, logs were drawn toa the
second winter.
will give a concert appropriate to the had the appearance of
of the snow
day. There will be singing and exer- The sun of Friday disposed
cises by the children, and all are cor- in a short time.
W.
C.
and
Mrs.
Rev.
Curtis, who have
dially invited to these services.
The Universalist Good Will Society recently come to Bethel, are occupying
will hold a "white sale" on Wednesday, the Congregational parsonage.
The last issue of the Bethel News conApril 22, both afternoon and evening at
Good Will Hall. There will be both tained an account of the funeral of the
died in
useful and fancy articles for sale, and a late Prof. Edward Strobel, who
table with home made candies. There Siam. Royalty paid honor to an Ameriwill also be a food and lunch table. In can representative who stood very near
his
the evening there will be a good enter- the King and was highly honored in
at
tainment, the programme including own country. He was a professor
on Intersome readings, good instrumental music Harvard and a noted authority
and the comedy play "A Sea of Troub- national Law. Prof. Strobe! spent severles" with eight characters. Further al months in Bethel at Dr. Gehring's
and delivered an address upon Siam
notice next week.
Mr. G. A. Smith has purchased the which was highly appreciated.
With the building of the Springer
building he has occupied for some time
mill the village is anticipating the fulas a dry goods and grocery store of the
need. Electric
Morgan heirs in Portland. Mr. Smith is fillment of a long felt
enlarging the main store by tearing out lights for streets and homes.
the partitions at the rear, and making
Friday, Guy Morgan met with an accident at the chair shop, where long luman
improvement.
quite
he
A. D. Park of South Paris was in town ber is being sawed. In some way
came in contact with the saw, and his
last Thursday aDd visited the schools.
Miss Mildred L. Frost of Norway has clothing was nearly torn off, and he rebeen secured as assistant teacher. Miss ceived a few cute which are not conFrost and Miss Thayer board at Mr. C. sidered dangerous. A most frightful acF. Barden's and Miss Price boards at J. cident was barely averted.
Town schools are to begin April 20th.
R. Tucker's.
Miss L. M. Stearns- held her millinery
L. M. Irish and family spent last week
at Buckfield.
opening Tuesday and Wednesday. She
Some people from
Norway had a had a fine display of hats, ribbons, laces
dance at Dunham's Hall last Thursday and flowers in the latest etyles. The
and proved
evening. About thirty couples were store was tastily decorated
present, several being from Norway. It an attractive place for the ladies.
is their intention to have another dance
West Bethel.
in two weeks.
"Poets will not make me
Last Thursday Mr. Minot S. Davis
Believe It mil l and soft,
took his daughter Mildred to the Maine
While such Icy win Is blow
O'er the snowy croft.
General Hospital at Portland where she
had a surgical operation for a throat
All the dreary landscape
Hearelh not a rose ;
trouble.
In the lane aD<l gnplen
Mrs. F. S. Farnum had a very pretty
Is froze."
Everything
tuillioery display at her Easter openiug
last Friday and Saturday. She has a
"Bare earth, bare trees; no birds on wing;
larger stock than last year and has her No prospect of a vernal spring;
room attractively and tastefully arrang- Our arasons change so, year by yeir;
ed. Her new trimmed hats are stylish ioon wlnter'll rule twelve months, we fear."
and the combination of colore is dainty
and pleasing. One feature was a large
"Patter, patter, little rain,
While we look for spring in vain;
Easter cross which was placed against
Coldly blow the northeast gale*,
the wall near the large mirror. This
Every slgu of springtime falls."
was completely covered with beautiful
Easter Sunday draweth near.
flowers in delicate shades of pink and
Miss Mabel Walker has gone to Rumwhite artistically blended, making a
ford Falls to work.
handsome decoration. She also has disMiss Mina Tyler was called home
played for sale some very pretty Maymade by Miss Tuesday by the illness of her mother,
baskets which were
Mrs. Helen Tyler.
Mamie Jackson of North Woodstock.
Horatio N. Upton took the inventory
Mia* Jackson is practically a cripple
of the taxable property in this end of the
from the effects of rheumatism and
would appreciate the help which the towu Monday.
Rufus A. Skillinge and family have
sale of these baskets would give her.
the G. P. Bean farm to
Mr. George Howe of Curtis Hill has moved from
Hill.
sold his farm to Mr. Bert Lang of Milan, Bethel
George Luxton and family have movΝ. H. Mr. Lang has a family of wife
from this village to the farm of Giland two children and expects to take ed
roan P. Bean, on the road leading to
possession in about two weeks. Mr. Bethel Hill.
Lang is a son of Mr. Frank Lang, who
The maple sugar party at F. L. Ordfor some time has worked for Solon
way's home in Gilead on Tuesday evenCurtis.
well attended by people from
Miss Helen Dexter entertained the ing was
village and Mason.
"Lucky Leaf" Club at the Maple House this
Everett E. McKeen has moved from
last Thursday evening. The programme
Elaskell store to the
consisted of music and readings, at the the rooms over the
of the double house
ea«t tenement
close of which Miss Dexter led the way
the post office, recently vacated
to the dining room where a table had opposite
Lord and family.
been especially prepared for her guests. by Herbert
It is reported that the Merrill, SpringSpotless table linen upon which was er Co. have
a small
decided to build
temptingly arrayed a dainty lunch of a mill here for the sawing ofonly
birch, but
variety of nice cakes, with cocoa and will erect a
large mill of two storieR neai
fruits, made the club members feel that
Bethel station for the manufacture of
they were honored guests. Following
chectcers and novelties.
this the club proceeded to make a rather spools,
With the exception of being called
late and totally unexpected call upon
has always borne a good
their church pastor, Rev. I. S. Macduff, "fickle" April
this year she came like a
where they left a small token of remem- name, but
cantankerous bedlamite, forcbrance in honor of her birthday. A howling,
ing mercury down into the small numvery pleasant evening.
followed
by a heavy fall of snow
O. D. Ellingwood and wife have re- bers,
on Wednesday last.
turned to their home here.
James Lapbam and family, who rentwest sumner.
ed their houso through the winter, have
The Deaconess' Home or
moved to Bryant's Pond.
We understand that Mr. and Mrs it was named by the Sanfords, which
Nelson Lapham are coming back to live was closed last season, will be occupied
this summer. It is expected that Mrs.
in their house uere.
Mrs. A. R. Bucknam is visiting her C. L. Sanford and her daughter, the
son and
family at Melrose, Mass., for Deaconess, wilt arrive June 1st. Later
others will follow until by July 1st the
several weeks.
Mr. A. D. Coburn, who went to Car- cottage will be well fillod. Mrs. banthage recently with the intention of ford submitted to an operation for gall
working in a mill there, has returned stones some time ago and has entirely
here on account of his expected arrange- recovered her health. This is somewhat
He has ob- rema-kable considering her
ments being unsatisfactory.
Their many friends here will
tained work again at the mill of the Paris age
Manufacturing Co. and intends to re- gladly welcome them. They were very
main here. Hie family had not moved much missed last summer from out
and they will live in the same house at
un g is much improved
Mrs
at
Trap Corner.
in health, and although she has not been
out yet ehe looks like herself again.
Bryant's Pond.
M R. Fogg, W. V. Redding and J. R.
Mm. Eleanor Whitman, widow of the
late Mellon Whitman, is reported quite Dyer, selectmen of this town, were
sick and under the care of a physician. this village last week taking the valuaMrs. Cummings of South Paris is caring
W. T. Bisbee is slowly gaining.
for her.
James Lapbam of West Parie has mov- Last Sunday she took the first step s e
has taken alone for some time. Since
ed into the Arthur Bessey house.
The selectmen are in session at the then she has walked across the floor unresidence of Dana 0. Dudley, making up a
Geo. A. Chandler, who
the 1908 taxes.
Reuben M. Whitman will close hie boarding with Mrs. Lewis Bisbee at East
Mrs.
returned home
house here for a while and go to Shel- Sumner, has
Chandler's foot is healing although .
burne with his son.
will be some time yet before she wilib
The sudden death of Mr. George D
Houghton at his home in Marlboro, able to use it much. She bad
Mass., April 7, came as a shock to friend» fortune to tear the ligaments of the firs
of the family here. Mr. Houghton was joint of the third finger of her right
Dr. Bradbury put it in splints
the only son of Orlando C. Houghton, hand
who was for a number of years in trade and it will be a long time before the
here. He leaves a wife and several linger is strong again.
Mr. Isaac Smith of Auburn, who is an
He had lived in Marlboro
children.
quite a number of years and at the time experienced educator, bas been chosen
of his death held the position of janitor superintendent of schools for
of BuckfielH, Sumner, and Hartford, w th
in the city building.
Mr. A. R. Allen of East Dixfield has a salary of $1200 per annum. Mr. SmiUi
rented the John A. Titus farm which he will enter upon his new duties July
Previous to that time the work Inthis
will soon occupy.
William Morse who has occupied the town will bo divided among the memTitus farm for two years past has bought bers of the school committee.
Geo. Packard has returned from Authe bouse occupied by Freeman Morse.
An effort is being made to start a burn where he went to help his son
Pearl E. WiDg .James who lives there move iutoanothei
school here.
same

Dtckvftle.

Oiosr Putnam has moved his housetiold goods from Dixfield to hi· home
tier·.
There are plenty of robin· here, John,
ind they are at present having a bard
time to make a living.
I am on runner· to-day, April 9.

cart

large,

umbrella,. ...$1.75

$105

Plain umbrella with iron standard to fasten on back of
$3·*5
the seat,
$4.00
Fringed umbrella with iron standard,
.$5.00
Best fringed umbrella with iron standard,
Fancy square fringed umbrella with iron standard,....$6.00
Call and select one before the best are gone.

JAMES N. FAVOR,

OX Mftln at.I NorwAjf MAlno.

Heavy

a

line of Men's

selling

for

$3.50.

Heavy

ι

Grain Leather Shoes which

We have them in

Seamless Congress, Seamless Bals
and Creedmoor.

Three

and

are

worth

the

that

they

are as

styles. They are solid in every part
price. Let us say, and we can prove it,

good

that

we

these
on

as

any $3.50 shoes on the market, and better than any
have ever seen. What we have said in regard to

applies

to our

whole stock.

We

Call and

all kinds of footwear.

can save

you money

see us.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

House

Block, Norway, Maine.

Τ·1·ρ

/

ïtu «tiord

Seraocvst

Mr·. Alice P. Thayer is visiting In
Portland for a week.

We found part of an

eighteen-year-old
containing something ™ had
Good sleighing the 9th of April. Who
Sunday will be observed at the Democrat
in
to a cHticism fays we don't have old-fashioned winwritten
one
to
reply
Saturday.
Congregational church with an Eos'er wheroin he
thought us unwise to desert ters in Ma;ne?
Mrs. Mary Walker of E^t Brownfie'.d lifrmon by the pastor and epecial Easter h
party thai was ihe real thing on the
Charles F. Partridge of Rochester,
music in the morning.
In the evening
ia the guest of her
met
with
Mre.
Wed#
A.
H,
W.
Walker.
son,
The Newly
at 7 o'clock the annual Easter concert by temperance question, and to attach our- N. T., was called here this week by the
Andrews
Hotel
Wednesday
W <*iaw at
f to that weak, one-idea party known sickness of his father, C. W. Partridge,
Miss Maud Carter has been spending the
Sunday School will be given. ▲ very se!
We emiledat of Norway Lake. Be returned the last
as the Prohibition party.
afternoon.
her Ε outer vacation here and with her
pleasing programme has been prepared. some
of our sayings, and we wondered of the week.
Mrs. Geo. A. Briggs, the organist, will
Herbert A. Hilton, who has been at sister at West Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses P. Stiles were
be assisted by Mine Grace Dean, violin- if we are something ο a prctfbet, if our
Bingham f'"1 'ome weeks, returned
Mrs. Ε. B. Clifford has

SOUTH PARIS.

home the first of last week.

Mrs. Archie Cole of Toronto is a guest
Mr. Cole waa
at Wallace Ryerson's.
here a short time last week.

Superintendent of Schools Albert D.
Park was in Lewiston Saturday to attend the convention of school superintendents held there.

The rooms on the ground floor of
Davis Block formerly occupied by the
Meal I.aundry have been engaged by
Herbert W Ilillier of Norway, who is
η to open a bakery there.
s

to

Charles R. Newell made
Portland

a

business

trip

been visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Russe», ist, and Mr. Howard Shaw, clarionetiet.
All are invited. An Easter offering will
Leeds, for a few days.
be taken.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn T. Hubbard of
The following is the musical proPortland are guests of Mr. Hubbard's gramme to be
given at the morning
sister, Mrs. George F. Eastman.
service:
Raster
Mailing.
Morning,
Clinton D. Park of Presque Isle, a organ,
Ashford.
Anthem, Christ le Risen,
student in Bates College, was the guest Re-ponse, Our Easter
Lorenz.
Prayer,
Hanacom.
last week of his cousin, Albert D. Park. Selection, The Choir Angelic,
at

Henry Z. Perkins and Albert W.
Walker were drawn Saturday a* jurors
for the May term of court at Rumford
Falls.

S. L. Plummer of Lovell, who was on
Mrs. Nettie Tirrell is making changes his way to Brighton, was with his
-J her house on High Street so as to let
•laughter, Mrs. Fred B. Wiggin, over
in the lower part of the Sunday.
a tenement
will
bave
rooms
she
while
np
bouse,
There will be a business meeting of
Her son. H. T. Tirrell of Canton, the Ladies' Aid of the
*· fis
Baptist church
the
and
her
doing
necessary after prayer meeting Wednesday evenisiting
work.
A
carpenter
attendance is desired.

trie lights are being installed in
the house of Wallace Hverson on Pleasac Street, and a new and larger furnace
The old furnace was
h bf ng put in.
not large enough to warm the house,
Γ; ; ir has been necessary to close it during the past few winters.
Κ.►·

ing.

large

Eleven members of the class of 1905
met with Mies Ethel Crockett Saturday
evening, April 4th. Light refreshments
were served anil a very pleasant "quiet"

evening

was

spent.

D. H. Bean got a few eggs in the
month of March. From 26 White Wyanoffice
force
feasted
The Democrat's
dotte hens he gathered 507 etrgs averagIt was
m maple syrup the other day.
ing 19 1-2 eggs per hea. He also has 42
of
Stearns
Stearns
W.
C
in
S: .-jght
by
smart chicks hatched by the old fashionof
old
times.
a
reminder
was
and
0:
ed method.
It was clear, thick and heavy, and had
Patriots' Day, Sunday, April 19th,
the real sap camp flavor—in short, it
of the best syrup that ever will be observed by the banks, stores and
was "ome
of South Paris and Norway on
offices
tickled a palate.
the following Monday, April 20, by closRev. A. K. Baldwin, former pastor of ing all day.
:he < ngregational church here, who is
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Atwood of AuMedical School, is
t. win the Bowdoin
burn, who were here Friday night to atentendent of the Sunday School in
tend the Rebekah meeting, came early
unecrion with the Brunswick Congre- and
spent the day with Mr. and Mrs.
has
The
school
250
church.
mal
ga'
Nelson G. Elder.
Baldwin
Mr.
has
threi
and
members,
A collar pin was lost in the hall Friday
assistant superintendents.
night by one of the Auburn Rebekahs, a
in
a
snow
ending
storm,
Wednesday's
bar pin with stone in it. If any one
ratn which made an icy crust, set us
picked it up they will confer a favor by
ba. k a^aiu into winter, from which we
leaving it with Mrs. Wallace Strickland.
had been inclined to flatter ourselves we
Miss Wheeler's millinery opening FriAlthough
had escaped.
Wednesday
l.«.m the roads were practically all bare. day and Saturday of last week was well
out
on
store
was
attended.
The
Ti irsday numerous people were
prettily
nners. and even some loads of lumber decorated in green and white.
r
Many
sleds.
in
on
were
Miss
hats
exhibited
and
were hauled
very stylish
Wheeler's assistants were untiring in
Mrs. Irene Abbott died Monday morntheir efforts to show them to all.
ing of last week at the home of her
The next regular meeting of Joshua
daughter, Mrs. Sewell Parker, with
She L. Chamberlain Camp, sons of Veterans,
v.
:i> she has been for some years.
The funeral was lield Tuesday evening, April 21, will be
was 77 years of age.
A special
1 i) Thursday at 1:30, attended by Rev. observed as Lexington Day.
Mr Kewley of the Methodist church. programme has been prepared. All memtaken
to bers earnestly requested to be present.
The remains will later be
Mrs. Abbott leaves G. A. R. invited.
( rn >h for burial.
Light refreshments
will be served.
seven children.
The April meeting of Oxford Pomona
Superintendent Harry A. Morton of
Grange, held at Paris Grange Hall last the Paris Manufacturing Co. and Mrs.
Tuesday, was largely attended, the hall Morton returned home Thursday. Mr.
beiDg really insufficient to accommodate Morton has been on a business trip of
the crowd. Sot only did many come by several weeks in the South in the intrain, but others drove in, and found the terest of the company, and Mrs. Morton
roads no worse than was to be expected has been spending most of the time with
In the afternoon the the Heidners at Sour Lake, Texas.
at this season.
was addressed by State Master
,· eting
As Patriots' Day, now our annual
s. Stetson of Greene, who gave a talk
coming on Sunday this
of interest to the spring holiday,
π various matters
will be generally observed on Monwas very much year
address
His
grange.
day following, readers of the Democrat
enjoyed, and was the chief feature of an may expect to receive their paper a day
and profitable programme.
later than usual next week, as the makThe tables were more than tilled at ers of newspapers desire like others to
the supper of the Universalist Good »ee the ball games and put on a coat of
Cheer Society last Tuesday evening, tan.
which was the last supper for the seaThe Ladies' Aid of the Baptist church
numbers will serve the last
Several good musical
s>n.
snpper of the season
were given in the programme which in the
vestry next Tuesday from 6:30 to
followed, including a piano duet by 7:30. The menu will consist of mashed
Misses Abbott and Young, a vocal duet potato, cold meat, salads, cream pies,
by Misses Clark and Tolman. and two etc etc. Supper to be followed by
songs by Master Ralph Andrews and "An evening wirh the bells," consisting
Miss Marie Newton. A farce in two <<f music, readings, and recitations relatact". "Not a Man in the House," which ing to bells of various kinds.
Admiswas
very bright and entertaining and sion as usual.
with
local
hits,
plentifully sprinkled
The next meeting of Paris Grange,
closed the programme.
Saturday, April 18th, will be one of
Thomas
Mrs. Louisa P., wife of
Norway Grange
pleasure and interest
Power», died Monday morning of last is to be present at an all day session. It
at
short
illness,
Dixfleld, is expected that Prof. Uurd of Orono
week, after a
where she had gone to visit relatives will be present and give some valuable
>he left South Paris about two weeks information regarding fertilizer. Also a
before in good health, but apparently good literary programme has been pretook cold on the journey, and soon after pared which we think will be pleasing to
her arrival at Dixfleld became ill, though all present. We hope all Patrons in our
it was several days before the trouble vicinity will meet with us, whether
A physician was member of this Grange or of some other.
ran into pneumonia.
then called, and Mr. Powers was sum- Come, let us eat. drink and be merry.
from South Paris. Mrs. Powers
ni ned
At the adjourned meeting of those inHer maiden name
was 7'i years of age.
terested in the organisation of the Paris
was Widber, and she leaves two brothers
She ie sur- Trust Co. Thursday evening, a talk was
and a sister at Dixfleld.
the
vived by her busbaud and two grand- given by George M. Atwood on
Paris Needs a Commercial
children. Miss Lillian Powers of Norway topic, "Why
no
is
other
there
and H. L. Bartlett, who has made his Bank," showing that
size and importb rue with Mr. and Mrs. Powers for town in Maine of the
Mrs. Powers' funeral was ance of Paris which has no commercial
some years.
the size of Paris
held at Dixfleld Tuesday, and the re- bank, and no town of
Norway combined which does not
Paris
mains were brought to South
have much greater banking facilities
Wednesday.
than are afforded in these two towns.
The Euterpean Club bad a Wagner Keports from the canvasxing committee
day at its last meeting for the season, showed good progress in the matter of
with Mrs Smiley, last Monday, when the securing the necessary subscriptions to
fol wing programme was carried out:
stock. Two committees were chosen,
R< Γ Call—Current musical event»
one on publication consisting of George
1
on
illustrate
Sturles from Wagner's Operas
M. Atwood and Alton C. Wheeler, and
one to secure quarters for the new bauk,
F yiii< Dutchman, (Spinning Song>,
Mrs. Burnham.
con«i»tiug of J. II. Bean, A. W. Walker
Mre. Brtckett
T&nnli.ieuser
F. Plummer.
Mrs. BrUgs. and J.
p»r-:fi
...Mr». Morton.
E--iy, Warner
■ ai

iut'eresiiug

[and

Miscellaneous.
V
Ml·»·» Leach, MUeTolman.
lue'. Kaust,
Vue.ι iuet. The \rrow an«l the Song.
Sawyer
Mr* Wilson, Mtee Thayer.
V.K a: *>lo. < >, l>rv Those Tear», Teresa 'let Rlego
Ml»» Wheeler.
Vocal solo. Bridal Son*.
Lohengrin
Mise Leach.

Easter
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been

and

Ask for Allen's Foot-Ease, ▲ Powder.
It makes walking easy. Cures Corns, Bunions,
Ingrowing Nails. Swollen and Sweating feet- At
all Druggists and Shoe Stores. 25c. Don't accept
any substitute.
Sample FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.

locusts

wim

with

honey. Part of it is this, at your Ber*io®·
"The prophecy is that the cry of the
drunkard's wife and littleone..has aU
ready entered the ear of the God of the
helpless and that he is not indifferent to

They will

d,etu'bj?|

fliee-verv

|

IT IS TIME
pullets
high

lay

the_

ReP"bl,?"|

were]

|

crucifixion^

Crucify! Crucify!'

Tenor—L. S. Sessions.
Baritone—G. A. Brlgge.
Organist—Mrs. W. P. Morton.

Base Ball.

Bills have been posted, advertising the
tirst ball game of the season at the high

grounds next Saturday. The
and Paris
is called at 1:30 p. m
have for their opponents in
will
High
their opening game the team from Bliss
Business College of Lewiston.
The outlook for a good team this
spring is very encouraging, although
they have had little opportunity to practice as yet. Of last year's team all the
men will be available again this year except the three who graduated. Of these
three, L. Clark will be the most missed,
as the others were out-tielders and there
is good material in school with which to
till their places. Clark, however, was an
excellent pitcher and the leading batter
on last year's team, with an average of
There is a possibility that he
over 400.
may take a post graduate course, as he
is expecting to enter college next fall.
With three men like Capt. Titcomb,
catcher Clark, and short-stop Rawson, all
of whom did good work on the town
team last season, as a foundation, and
the remainder of the team picked from
the best there is in school, there seems
to be no reason why they should not
make a gnod showing.
The schedule of games with the exception of two open dates is given below. The one game of special interest
will be the one with Leavitt Institute on
While these tv%o schools
June 13th.
have met in bxse ball before, the writer
cannot recall a time when Paris High
school has met Leavitt on its own
grounds. The following is the schedule
as arranged up to the present time:
school
game

April IS.
April Î5.
May :i.

Bliss Business College at Parle.
Norway High School at Paris.
BrldKton Academy at North Brldgton.
Hebron Second at Paris.

Miy 9.
May 16. Open.
M:»y Λ BrldKton High School at Hrldgton.
Miy 30. Hebron Second at Hebron.
June 6. Bridgton High School at Paris.
June 13.
June 20.

Leavitt Institute at Paris.

Op.-n.

Oxford Pomona Orange.
Oxford Pomona holds its next meeting
at Bethel on the tirst Tuesday in May:
A. M.

<

tpenlng ceremony.
T

M uslc.

Round Mountain

Reidlng
Conferring degree.
Recess.

P. M.

Paper
Re tdlng
Question

Bethel
Bear River

Grange.

Grange.
Grange.

Carrie Wight,
farming preferable to all
opened by Brother Ell

Is spécial
lound agriculture?"
Ci rover.
Music.

Crooked River Grange.
charge of Bertha Valentine.
Meetings for the year:

Reading

Music in

predict

:his little one faces the
Ab.
rue to principle, the God of Total Ab
itinence will bless it with an everlasting
ncrease, as the sands on the seashore
or multitude, and crown it with an
iverlasting success. When the
)ur early choice has something
mbstantial to offer than
pathy' we would be more than
ο visit it and note the improved appearance that a clean shirt can give.
Well, it does look as though we might
uake our visit and gain a
But one must be nomiore election.
îated who has the courage of his convictions, says what he means and means
Λ·hat he says—which his name it is Fer

eunr%® ^

'cordial.sym-

Phased

re^eDCe

^Through

the kindness of Geo. E.
tfrackett editor, we receive regularly
month the Maine Temperance
tiecord printed at Belfast. In it weι find
his· "On Jan. 1st, 1908," declared the
Southern Star, near the close of the old
?ear, "the saloons will be marching
hrough Georgia to the tune of Dixie.
There will be a new procession from Atanta to the sea. but it will leave h ppj
lomes instead of devastation in its wake.

ÏÏS

Clerk—A. J. Stearns.

Directors—C. N.Tubbe, C. M. Smith, F. W.

v

anborn.

The drama, "Our Boys," was presentd at the Opera House Wednesday evenng by local talent, undar the direction
f Chester E. Oelrich. The play was
veil presented before a crowded house.
The Epworth League, after its regular

—

ook part in the school with Alice GamThe examining and
non as teacher.
chool board consisted of Elwood Brooks,
i*red Allen and Winnie Snow. There
ras lots of fun and a right good time.
A. L. Sanborn, for a long time in trade
η the C. N. Tubbs store, Main Street,
rill go on to the road as salesman for a
rholesale establishment.
W. It. Miller, architect, of Lewiston,
associate with the town I
s interested
nmmittee in the matter of a new town

|

ras

j

while]

SSiSSSfa.

at

consistent with

reasonable

good

13-15

Scottish Colon it National Insurance
Co., Edinburgh, Ncotland.
Assets Dec.

91,1907.

I merest

$ 109.634 84
418.362 50
3.809,731 45
177.437 M
201,2»; 71
38,973 04

Gross assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,

14,835 4x6 08
345,802 42

Admitted assets,
Liabilities
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

$4,489,683 66

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,

Stocks and bonds.
Dash In office and bank,
•

gents' balances,
and rents,

Dec. 31,1907.

$ 193,510 40
1,755,582 78
15,000 00
200 000 00

Depo«lt capita',
Surplus over all liabilities,

2,325,390 44

14,459,683 66
Total liabilities and surplus
The Rumford Falls Ins. Agency, Agents,
Rumford Falls, Maine.

1

Spring Footwear
—

for

A commercial bank at South Paris will accommodate
a

and biliousness and the poison that celled.
We ask South Paris people to try Vinol
brings jaundice, take Dr. King's New
to return their money if il
Life Pills, the reliable purifiers that do ; on our offer
not give satisfaction. F. A. Shurt
the work without grinding or griping. does
& Co., Druggists, South Paris, Me,
25c at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s drug store. leff

large demand and benefit an extensive territory.
During
through the

Among

the lines

new

are

styles

in

many

Oxfords
including Colonial and
Buckle in Black and Tan.

W. 0,
Ktw

Frothingham,

Heal estate,

Fire Insurance

Manchester, M. II.
Assets Dec. 31,1907.

Co.,

Φ 139.300 on
261,750 00
75,000 00
8,347,151 00
356,640 15
277,573 39
8,631 58
34,356 00

Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks ami bonds,

Caeh In office and bank,
Agents'bal tnces,
Bills r.'celviible,
Interest and rents,
Gross assets,

$4,600,404 12

Admitted assets,

$4,500 404 12

Liabilities Dec.

unpaid lisses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Set

Caeh runltal
Surplus over

31,1907.

$

all liabilities,

The average dividend paid
paying twice that.

cent—some

the Trust

by

Companies

of Maine for the last year

A. commercial bank at South Paris ought to be
ed and controlled in Oxford County.
It will be.

Will you

own-

help?

will subscribe to
Communicate with some member of this committee and indicate how many shares you
for yourself.
a home institution and secure a good investment
upport
of Paris, well known
The men responsible for Il»i* movement are business men of the town
the commercial interests of this vicinity. You can ascertain the names
0 you and acquainted with the needs of
if all those who have already subscribed.
If you desire further particulars, ask for

a circular giving facts and figures too extensive for this space,
actual
showing the nereMnity for mich a bank in this vicin(he
situation,
ûplaining
have paid in fields much less promising than thi·
banks
how
other
and
demonstrating
ty,
knows
Paris
South
nothing about hard times, for her industries run on full time.
irosperous community.
of the undersigned.
one
If you are interested, communicate with
all subscriptions received after the $J0,000 is subscribed.
reserved to
is
The

right hereby
Subscriptions of stock

will be

reject
payable about June 15th, 190S.

GEORGE R. MORTON.
WILLIAM J. WHEELER.
J. HASTINGS BEAN.
N. D. BOLSTER
J. F. PLUMMER.

md

appears

styles

Distinctive and exclusive

FRANK A. SHURTLEFF.
ALBERT W. WALKER.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD.
ALBERT D. PARK.

once..#»

but

in Suits, Coats and Shirt Waists for

EASTER...

...

An occasion which every woman, who is interes'ed in fashion's ideas, awaits with keen anticipation.
)n this occasion we can show you a larger assortment in every department at money saving prices.
,ADIES' AND MISSES' SUITS, Serge
and Panama, navy, brown, garnet,
black and tan, Prince Chap style, grey
satin lined, silk vestee, full plaited
$10.00
skirt with fold, only
UITS, fancy checks, semi-fitted coat,
lined throughout with good satin, skirt

OATS, fancy
nobby styles,

tber season, in variety of styles, weaves
nd textures. We can please you in any
olor or style you want. The prices are

10, $12 50, «15, $18, $20, $23.50.

Coats That Please.

iONG SILK RUBBER COATS, in
fail to
plaids and plain colore, don't
for
see them, the latest in vogue, used
coat of
many occasions, the smartest
$11, $10.50, $18
the season, for
,ONG CHIFFON PANAMA COATS,
in several styles, some handsomely
trimmed with silk bands and soutache
$10, $12.50, $13.50
braid for

PANAMA SKIRTS, in navy, brown and
black, 7 gored, side plaited, trimmed
with five tabs at each seam, very
$5.98
pretty,

$5.98
silk collar and cuffs,
OATS, in mixtures, semi-fitted, trimmed with self material, three diagonal PANAMA SKIRTS, in several collars, 15
$4 50
gored tiaring, extra full, trimmed with
tucks in sleeve and elbow,

with side plaits with wide folds between, don't fail to see this suit, $15.00

EMI-FITTED CUTAWAY SUITS, ex
tra fine quality Chiffon Panama, pique
vestee, pockets, cuffs and around coat
trimmed with wide silk braid, full
skirt with fold trimmed with braid to
#18.00
match coat,
TYLISH MODEL CUTAWAY SUITS,
Panama,
pure worsted, invisible etrip
fine quality, satin lined, elaborately
trimmed with silk bands and braid,
plaited skirt trimmed with silk bande,
•20.00

mixtures and stripes,
trimmed with straps,

three graduated folds of self material
with buttons,
$4.08

Shirt Waists.
,ACE NET WAISTS, White, mikado
style, yoke of cluny lace front and
back, trimmed with Val. lace, cluny
lace cuffs, tucked collar, both Val. lace
$4 50
trimmed, great value,

GREY PANAMA, 9 gored, side plaited,
extra full, a fine skirt for summer,
SPECIAL PRICE,
#3.99

Gloves
necessary to every completely dressed woman, and the next to think of Is a
are

:CRU LACE NET WAISTS, fancy yoke
of Val. lace front and back, finished
with medallions, three tucks and two <;ood glove and that is what you can get
rows lace across front same as sleeve, at this store.
*3.OS
fancy collar and cuffx, only
ΚΙΓ) GLOVES, first in load, colore, tan,
A Ρ SILK WAISTS, deep round yoke
grey, white and black, 12 button
of Val. lace, two rows Val. insertion
length $2 85; 10 button length $3 00.
below yoke with medallions and pin
The two clasp in all shades, 11, $1.25.
$2.98
tucks, a swell waist, for only
$1.50. Long Silk and Lisle in several
colors and lengths, 75c, 87c, II, $1.25,
front handsomely
,AWN WAISTS,
$2.00. Two clasp, 25c, 50c, 87c.
trimmed with lace insertion and embroidery with pin tucks, caps over
shoulders of lace and embroidery, ef11.08
fect of jumper,

Neckwear and Belts.

The assortment is large in both kind·
,AWN WAISTS, deep pointed yoke of
Val. lace and embroidery, insertion, and very pretty.
Embroidered Linen
tucks and embroidery below yoke, tine collars are in the lead for 15c to
25c; to
tucks in back, tucked collar and cuffs,
08c be complete you want one of the dainty

only

bows, in all kinds, for 25c, 15c.
of a very few to
of Chiffon, lace and silk, for
COLLARS,
of
A
idea.
ive you
large range
25c and 50c
tyles and prices from OSc to $4.98
kid
with large
silk
and
in
white
BELTS,
50c
or small buckle,
We have

only spoken

an

Dress Skirts.

DAINTY WASHABLE BELT, eom·
OATS, FINE QUALITY BLACK
embroidered, tucked and hemstitched
CHIFFON PANAMA AND BROAD
CHIFFON
PANAMA,
I
PINE
QUALITY
with pearl buckle,
25c.
CLOTH, Prince Ohap style, white satfull
and
brown
in
plaited
black,
navy,
in lined, fancy braid trimming front
In
black
silk
and
inch
two
12
and
two
2
inch
kid,
with
skirt
BELTS,
all
and back, edged with silk braid
25c and 50c
$7.50
silk fold around bottom, only
$10
round including collar,

Ve will be

goods

to have you visit our store and let us show you these

pleased

whether you want to

<T

buy

not.

or

»

1,322,978 M

Main Street,

=

Norway, Maine.

:

s

MILLINERY.

NEW

I shall he

You see pictured at the
left is only one of the

many handsome styles
that comprise our Spring

stock.

OUR SUITS POSSESS THE
STYLE. THE EXCELLENT
WORKMANSHIP AND EXCLUaiVENESS OF PATTERN FURNISHED BY THE
BEST CUSTOM TAILORS
AT A MUCH LOWER PRICE

We Quote

a

Few Prices:

Men1· medium and light
suita, $5.00 to $18.00.

weight
These

suite are in new and desirable

patterns.

We have

a

nice line of

Rain and Top Coats.
see

Our Display.

F. PLUMMER,

31 Market

7.9 per

JjW.MS 94
MM·}
m
*10 00
l·'00

surplus, $4.500,404 12
Freeland Howe, Agent, Norway, Maine

J.

was

1.

Total liabilities and

Call and

will pay its

stockholders.

The silk coats are very attractive with
$11.00
an abundance of style, for

South Paris.

Hampshire

the last year nearly A MILLION DOLLARS OF PARIS MONEY went
banks of other towns and cities. Why not have the use of this money at home?

A commercial bank at South Paris

—

Ladies and Gentlemen.

=

raised within the
$5000. It is believed that the entire amount of the capital stock will be
limits of Oxford County and subscribed within ten days from this date. The capital stock is
$50,000 divided into shares of $100 each.

This department is far ahead of any

showing

am now

CONSUMPTION

from the effecte of poison, said to have
been self-administered. Mr. Dyer was
ITS CAUSE AND SUOOESTED
found Saturday afternoon lying near the
MEANS OF RECOVERY.
Head.
at
Brown's
wife
first
grave of hie
is not always an inheritConsumption
the
but
were
summoned,
poiPysicians
ed disease, and a large percentage of
its
had
son
accomplished
purpose.
be attributed to the following
When Mr. Dyer left home Saturday fore- cases may
causes:
noon he told his second wife that it was
First, defective digestion. Second, Imhis intention to make way with himself,
nutrition as a result of the first.
but she attributed it to a disordered perfect
Third, the accumulation of morbid prodmind, as he had been suffering mentally uct
in the lungs as the result of imperfor some time.
fect nutrition, and this in turn breaks
or
blow
made
to
burn
An attempt was
down the function of respiration and conup the Universalist church in Bath on sumption is an established disease.
A
the morning of Sunday, the 5th.
The first step toward a cure I· to reportable gas lamp had been carried inside store the function of nutrition, and to
the organ and left burning, and a small this end nothing in the world excels
gas pipe had been disconnected, so as to Vinol.
fill the organ with gas. The organist,
It is for this reason we want every
arriving at the church about an hour be- person in South Paris to know about our
fore the service, smelled the gas and dis- delicious cod liver preparation, Vinol,
covered a small fire within the organ. which is far superior to old-fashioned
She called the janitor who put out the cod liver oil and emulsions because it is
fire with pails of water, and there was no made by a scientific, extractive and conexplosion. The conditions about the centrating process from fresh cods1
organ showed that the plot had been very livers, combining with peptonate of Iron
deliberately planned, but the Identity of all the ttaedicinal, healing, body build
the miscreant and his motive are utter ing elements of cod liver oil, but no oil.
In pulmonary diseases, it nourishes
mysteries. It is not known that the
church or its pastor has any enemies.
the body, increases vigor, checks the
cough and often mitigates the disease.
As a strength-creator for old people,
PLENTY OF TROUBLE
run down peris caused by stagnation of the liver and delicate children, weak,
after sickness, Vinol is unex
bowels. To get rid of it and headache sons, and

work.

West Paris, Maine.

is now open.

M'Thι·

HEZEKIAH FARRAR,

|

taken with black water Wednesday, |
chile at the stable of J. I. Miliett.
,'eterinary C. I. Fogg, assisted by Veterilary C. F. Kirk of Lewiston, attended
"Brine the good old bugie, boys!
ho horse. The horse was much better]
We'U have a grand new song,
he next day.
Sine It a« we mean to elrg it,
Victor L. Partridge injured his foot
*·
Eighty millions strong;
he first of the week quite badly
Sing It âs we I >ve to sing It,
\V hile they march along,
t work on logs.
Rum shops are marching from Georgia
John K. Chase, corner Main and Bridge
•tree's, will close out his business and
novo to Mechanic Falls.
tfhlle they are marching from Georgia.
Capt. John W. Nash, Nash of Maine,
tas charge of the sportsman's show and
As we seem to be eometbing of a
Drophet and would like to keep our ■as been to Montreal looking after the
xhibit of the Grand Trunk Railway.
land in, we prophesy that prohibition
I)r. Thompson has purchased a lot on
.Till break up the solid south in politics,
he Ε. E. Witt shore upon which he will
,o the good of the nation.
irect, a stable. This will be used in coniection with his island cottage.
Maine News Notes.
Charles A. Bradley, for some time
vith B. F. Spinney & Co., has resigned
' lis position with the firm and will reCalais, the last of the Maine cities to urn to Lynn.
nold its election, went Republican by a
Walter S. Buck has returned from the
jood majority last week.
lewiston hospital where he bas been
Not at all discouraged by the expert- t reated for hernia.
Dr. L. Hall Trufant has been engaged
;nce of 1907 the Aroostook farmers are
planning on a big acreage of potatoes : is town physician for the coming year
1 >y the selectmen of Norway.
for 1908.
The dry goods, clothing, shoe and
The liner Turcoman, which arrived in
stores at Norway will be closed
1
late, nillinery
Portland Monday several days
klonday, April 20th, Patriots' Day.
a French
of
crew
the
35
men.,
Drought
'lease remember this.
iishing vessel which was disabled in
taken on
nidocean. The men were
Political Pointers.
board the Turcoman with much difficulty
In these days when so much is said
ind danger, and the captain, who was
the last to leave his vessel, set fire to ibout graft, ring rule and bonBisra, it is
her.
ionsoling to know that the intelligent,
mnest and consistent voters of "Old
F.
John
has
Governor Cobb
appointed
)xford" have an opportunity presented
Kill of Augusta, Edgar E. Ring of Orono η the
present campaign to support at
ind Prof. Austin Carey of Brunswick to
east two candidates who are clean, rcmeet
aud
Maine
of
the
State
represent
iahle and able men, free from any
the President of the United States and dliance with
factional demagogism,
the Governors of the states and terri•orruption. nullification of state laws, for
tories at the White House May 13, 14,
the
of
he good
people, and also men
ind 15 to confer on the conservation of vbo can be trusted in all cases to labor
natural resources.
or the highest and best principles essenDuring the winter of 1868 69, the West ial to good government and the general
Franklin correspondent of the Ellsworth welfare of the people of the Pine Tree
American was one of a crew of six, be- : State.
In Bert M. Fernald for governor and
tides two women cooks, who worked
ind camped at the foot of Narraguagus Fohn P. Swasey to represent our district
of dispond. Thirty-nine years have passed I η congress, we have two men
since then, and all eight of the crew of inguished ability, integrity and loyalty
that winter of long ago are still alive, ι ;o the best interests of the whole people
to the
ranging in years from fifty-three to ind men who will do honor
)oeition tendered them and to their
eighty-three.
1 :onstituents.
So the duty of all that
Hon. J. Wesley Maxwell of Webster lesire
good government and the éliminaholds the remarkable record of having | ion of all that
may have caused rebeen town clerk of hie town for the past proach to the
is plain. We who
party,
that
is
not
probable
past 42 years, and it
)elieve in an honest administration,
state
in
the
now
living
any other man
aitbful execution of law and just
can boast of so long a service io that
Dunishment for willful offenders, cannot
The
however,
office.
record,
important
ie consistent in withholding support of
does not equal that made by the late J. ;he honorable candidates above mentionthe
held
who
of
Canaan
Butte
A.
Q.
)d. They possess every noble attribute
office of town clerk for 52 consecutive
required for faithful and efficient reprelast
his
death
year.
years preceding
lentatives of the people, and are men
That Guy Tardis, who in September :hat cannot be bought nor sold by lobwas indicted on two counts for alleged
jyists or designing demagogues. Let
manslaughter for the killing of two com- 'Old Oxford" do its duty and retain its
panions, Stephen and Oscar Downing, at bigh record for loyalty.
Slocitm.
Limestone on September 17, is of sound
mind, was the conclusion reported to the
Melville Ezra Ingalls, the western
supreme court by officials of the Bangor
Eastern Maine Insane hospital at Bangor, railroad magnate, a native of Maine and
where Tardis has been under observation ι graduate of Hridgton Academy, will
since the action of the grand jury. He deliver the oration in connection with
will be tried at the term of court which the celebration of this Maine academy's
:euteunial to be held June 30-July 1.
opened last week.

Robert A. Dyer, a carpenter, aged 73,
of Vinalbaven, died Monday morning

prices

|

all, armory, library, etc.
The Norway Percheron Horse Brood-1
rs' Association's percheron, Vasistas,

—

to

Any Old Thing.

I will do your work

Subscription of the

The undersigned are a committee appointed to receive subscriptions for the stock of the
PARIS TRUST COMPANY, a corporation chartered by the Legislature of 1907 to establish a bank in the town of Paris. Although only a small amount of canvassing hes been done,
subscriptions to the amount of about $30,000 have been received, in sums varying from $100

Saws to File.

neeting Wednesday evening, enjoyed a
ountry school sociable. About thirty

but onca.^r

PARIS TRUST COMPANY

Clocks, Jewelry, Etc.
For Repairs.

|

appear·

The Stock

in Your Watches

Bring

ad

«TTHIa

PulP'^·

A very pleasant company gathered at
the home of John Bennett last Thursday
June—Hebron.
eveuing, the occa«iou being Mr. Bennett's
August—Bear Mountain.
was
September—North Waterford.
The
evening
Tôth birthday.
pleas- October—Caeco.
antly spent in social chat and story tellNovember— Lakeal Je.
Skcketakt.
ing, all present fully enjoying themselves.
This was the last meeting for the season, Nlr. Bennett received several presents in
οιivvio.
u«wu
r*
l,c«.
crc
vy
also the annual meeting of the club. honor of the event.
Refreshments of
Next season's meetings wi'l be one coffee, cake, ice cream and fruit were
month later than this, beginning in served, the ice cream being furnished by MEXICO FAMILY MADE A HASTY EXIT
The Κ A. Shurtleff and pronounced by all to
October and continuing to May.
Κ Κ M M BtRNING 1I0USE.
following officers were elected for the be the very best. After partaking of refor
their
homes,
coming year:
all
freshments
departed
The house of Lawrence Dunn on
PtwHrat-Mw. Kiltth Wheeler.
wishing Mr. Bennett many returns of
>.
burned
was
rctary— Mrs. Agne-" Morton.
Those present besides the Granite Street, Mexico,
the day.
Trva^urer Mrs K.tnnle Fastuian.
Thursday morning, and the house of
Kxi-i'utlve Committee—Mr». Stella Β irnham. family were:
was
Ml»» Haute Leach. Mise î». M. Wheeler.
David Beers, adjoining,
badly
Mr. ami Mrs. Oscar Bennett of Norway.
Mr». Mary J. Bennett of Norway.
damaged by tire, while hard work was
Friday was a great night with the
>1 We Grace Bennett of Norway.
near by.
houses
other
save
to
necessary
Mis* Mary P. Bennett of Norway,
Rebekahs. Mt. Pleasant Lodge of this
Mr. Dunn and family, who were asleep
Ueorxe Bennett of Norway.
place and Mt. Hope Lodge of Norway
Mr. ami Mrs. Κ. E. Davl* of Norway.
up stairs when the fire broke out, were
entertained here Ruth Lodge and LibParK
Mr. ami Mrs. Η. N. Porter of ^outli
cut off from the stairway by the liâmes,
Alton M. Porter of South Paris.
erty I.odge of Auburn and Colfax Lodge
and Mr. Dunn had to let the others down
Marguerite Porter of South Parle.
of Mechanic Falls. Between 150 and
from the chamber window by bed sheets.
from the visiting lodges arrived here
Republican Caucus.
There was insurance on both houses.
by special train about 6:30 P. v., and
To the Republican voters of Taris in
were met at the station by a drum
Notes of the Campaign.
the county of Oxford and state of Maine:
corps and escorted to the hall. Supper
notified and warned
are
You
hereby
was served
in New Hall and Grand
that a caucus of the Republican voters
At a large and enthusiastic meeting of
Army Hall at 7 o'clock. Later the of
said towu of Paris will be held on the Repnblican voters of the town of
regular meeting of Mt. Pleasant Lodge
p.
2
o'clock
at
Thursday. April 23, 1908,
Canton, in caucus assembled, April Oth,
wu.s held in Odd Fellows' Hall, and the
to act upon
George L. Wadlin and Adelbert Delano
hall below was
meanwhile cleared. vi., Vew Hall, South Parie,
matter:
were elected as delegates to the District
Then all assembled in New Hall, and a the following
To choose a chairman to preside Convention to be held at Lewiston May
1st.
programme of entertainment was carried
caucus.
said
12th, and instructed by unanimous vote
out
There was music by an orchestra, at
2d. To choose a secretary of said to use all honorable means to secure the
two songs by Master Ralph Andrews
nomination of their distinguished townsand Miss Marie Newton, a duet by Mrs. caucus.
3d. To choose eight delegates to at- man, Hon. John P. Swasey, for CongressWilson and Mrs. Burnham, a song by
State Convention to man from this district. Dr. C. D. North
Mrs. L>r. Bradbury, and "Aunt Jerusha's tend the Republican
be held in the Armory at Portland, and Ellis Delano were elected as deleAlbum"
was
presented under the
April 30th, 11*08.
gates to the state convention to be held
auspices of Mt. Hope Lodge, and the Thursday,
4th. To choose eight delegates to at- at Portland April 30th, and it was voted
farce, "Not a Man iu the House," under
the auspices of Mt. Pleasant Lodge. teud the Second District Republican to send them uninstructed.
to be held in Lewiston,
Interspersed in the programme were Convention
A town meeting was held in Portland
1908, for toe purremarks by a number of the visitors. Tuesday, May 12th,
a candidate to ConWednesday night—the second in the
A special train took the visitors home pose of nominating
history of the city—to consider the
gress.
shortly before midnight.
5th. To act on any other matters that question of rebuilding the city hall.
The Seneca Club held its last meeting may properly come before said caucus. >furaerous plans for the new hall have
for the seasotrat the home of Mrs. Η. Ε
been proposed, and the discussion has
Alton C. Whbclck, Secretary.
been lively ever since the burning of the
Wilson last Monday evening, the hostess- Ueokgk Μ. Α τ wood, Chairman
es of the
old hall some ten weeks since. Judge
evening being Mrs. Wilson,
Republican Town Committee.
Mrs. A C. Wheeler and Mise Douglass.
Enoch Foster was moderator of WednesTbe meeting was in the form of a book
Rumford Falls to Betheh
day evening's meeting. It was almost
social, each member of the club repreOrtille J. Gonya, one of the promoters unanimously the sentiment of the meetsenting some book. On the roll call of the electric road from Rumford Falls ing to rebuild on the old site, using the
each one guessed what books were rep- to Bethel, informs the Rumford Falls front of the old building and as much
resented by the others. A reading from Times that work on the road will be be- more of the walls as practicable. As
Holman Day's Up in Maine by Miss gun by the first of June, and he expects the meeting was called for the purpose
H heeler, and a
city's representatives
reading from Captain to see cars running before next winter, of instructing the
it is probable that the
January by Mrs. Wheeler completed the tie is now investigating motor cars, run in the matter,
programme. Election of officers for the by gasoline motors, which, if they are problem is now settled.
coming year followed, and the members fonnd to be practicable, may be used inwere then invited to take a walk.
This stead of making a trolley road run from
The Grand Lodge of Good Templars
was in the form of a blind run for moet
of Maine held its annual session at Bana power station.
of them, but some had accidentally disgor last week. Ε. H. Emery of Sanford
The Socialist party of Oxford County was chosen Chief Templar.
covered beforehand what their destinathe
at
in mass convention
tion was to be.
Through Skillings will meet
in NorAvenue and down the railroad, they residence of A. D. Parmenter
UK GOT WHAT HE NEEDED.
brought up at the statioo, where they way, on Friday, April 17, to nominate
choose
"Nine
years ago it looked as if my
officers,
for
county
boarded the Norway train, and on ar- candid ites
ol time had come/' says Mr. C. Farthing of
rival at Norway went to Home's restau- delegates to conventions, etc. Hour
Mill Creek, Ind. Ter. "I was so run
rant, where a banquet was served, and meeting is not specified.
down that life hung on a very «lender
they returned home on the ten o'clock
Card of Thanks.
thread. It was then my druggist recomcar. The officers elected are as follows
of both mended Electric Bitten. I bought a
to express to the people
wish
I
Prwl-lent—Mary Shurtleff
sincere
and got what I needed—strength.
Dixfield and South Paris my showi bottle
Jlce-PresHient—VI rglola Wilson.
I had one foot in the grave, but Electric
kindnesses
Secretary—M anil Dougi im.
the
many
for
gratitude
Treasurer—K.Uth Wheeler.
recent afflic- Bitters put it back on the turf again,
in various ways during my
rree· Repo 1er—Mar ν
Stanley
and I've been well ever since." Sold
t>'rector*—Klhel Hathaway. Kva Κ tion and bereavement.
Waike?**
under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff &
Thomas Powkbs.
Committee— Λ nnle Hilton. Carrli 1
Co.'· drag store. 50c.
β£χβ2β*·
South Paria, April 11,1908.
«•my, Sw X. Wheeler.
—

hasn't

Women Priiic This Bsmedy.
If yon have pains In tbe hack, Urinary, Bladder or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleasant herb cure for woman's Ilia, try Mother
Gray'a A astral lan«Leaf. It la a safe and
never-falling regulator. At Druggists or by mall
SO cents. Sample package FREE.
Address,
The Mother Gray Co.. Le Ko?, Ν. Y.

frieods in Portland tbie week
return the first of the week.
Born.
The assessors are bard at work on their
annual assessment of taxes for the
In Milton Plantation, March 24, to the wife of
present year. It usually takes about ten Ernest Gammon, twin Hons.
In Kezar Fall··, Match SO, to the wife of Geo.
days about the corporation.
that he is already turn.ngh.e
The annual report of the Norway vil- Farrell, a daughter.
I their cry ;
In East Sumn»r, March 19, to the wife of W.
cometb
whence
| face towards the place
lage corporation for the year ending E. Tucker, a daughter.
the cry, and that his own right arm is
1, '08, was distributed Thursday.
April
about to bring salvation through a It is a
report of sixteen pages.
Married.
means despised.
It is no new thing, it Total of
property in the corporation
Power
for
is
no
service
the year ending·,
$930,399.00
of
the
for
The order
strange thing
Almighty
morning
at|
KB
to make use of the weakest and the Polls,
In South Paris, March 31, by Rev. J. W. Chesthe Methodist church is as follows:
Ι1Λ0 bro, Mr. Harry B. Snow and Miss Ruby Helen
y
instrumen: to Pollux, rate
Rossini. I most world-contemned
Prelude, Inflammatus et Acccoeue,
|5 per thousand.
Property
both of South Paris.
Burbank,
$5,490 62
bring about the most glorious results Total commitment for year,
Doxology.
In Denmark, March 28, Mr. Charles Roes of
A postlee C
Creed.
183 03
infinite in their continuance. With- rottl abatements for year,
and
Lovell
and Miss Carrie Smith of East Fryeburg
Smart.
Anthem, Ye Choirs of New Jerusalem,
5,138.87
i1rawn amount to,
in the narrow limits of our own little Ordera
2 505 61
Prayer.
Fire department,
1|5M 92
Street lighting,
memory a party sprang up—a
Response.
Died.
Choir selection, «lory In the Highest, Hanscom. | element in American
600.00
Seo.
F.
Hathaway,
police,
politics-cal
50 ro
Responsive Reeling.
Geo. F. Hathaway, chief engineer,
drew
down
that
Abolition
upon Miscellaneous expenses,
par'y,
433.34
Gloria.
In
April 6, Mrs. I.o'ilsi P. (Wldber),
itself the sneers and the maledictions of Corporation resource», taxes, etc.,
1,971.53 wife Dlxfleld,
Scripture Lesson.
of Thomas Power», of South Paris, aged 73
Achford. the Scribes and the Pharisees,
568.33
Offertory Melody,
Corporation liabilities, orders,
years.
Shelley |
1,403.20
Solo, The Resurrection,
in
favor
of
Balance
corporaUon,
In South Paris, April β, Mrs. Irene Abbott,
press and people. Well, God honoml Beo. L. Curtis, salary,
25.00
Mise Leach.
40.00 aged 77 years.
that little, despised one with an in- [). 8. Sanborn, assessor,
Hymn.
In Hebron, April 12, Mrs. Fannie (Donham),
00
20
Sermon. Subject—The Living Christ.
W. F. Jones.
crease, and crowned it gloriously,
35 years.
Loud
20.00 wife of Henrv K. Steams, age'l
Solo, Life Over Death 1» King,
W. A. Blcknell,
In Hartford, April 2, Mrs. Emeline Spaul llng
ing in the bands that had been stretched
Miss Noble.
cor11
the
94
arc
use
12
are
in
Blsbee,
rhere
aged
years.
of
the
fetters
lights,
the
broken
Nlchol. out in blessing,
Poetlude,
In West Peru, March 31, Walter, Infant son of
But those broken fetters were poration pay $55 each per year, one free; Freeman Brown.
slave
CHOIE.
4
each
at
incandescent
$12
Γ9
year.
per
a
of
a
blood
In Hiram, April 1, Evans O. Allen, aged 47
with
the
wet
Miss Hattle Leach, soprano.
nation, guilty
Miss Lona Noble, alto.
nation. Shall we ever forget the woe free, a total of 83. There are 33 1-2 years.
In Canton Point, April 3, Mrs. Francenla, wife
Mr. George I. Β rnhaui, tenor.
that was passing when those broken hydrants paid for, 1 free. The assessors of Columbus Karnum, age'l 63 years.
Mr. Albert M. Dean, bass.
In Rumford Falls, April 7, Mrs. Rosa Pourler,
fetters fell? A repetition of a certain bave installed in the selectmen's office
Mrs. β. I. Buruham, organist.
21 years.
in Hebrew
history—political in Ashton water pressure gauge. The aged
In the evening at 7 o'clock an Easter | uhase
In Norway, April 2, Mrs. Sophia M. Johns,
;hief. engineer's report gives this infrogs, political lice, political
concert will be given.
aged 84 years.
of:
consists
min swarming from the slums.the very formation: The department
In Denmark, March 29, Mrs. Sarah Walker,
aged 77 year·.
1 Chief Engineer.
elements melting with fervent !«at, ay,
In Oxford, April 6, Mrs. Lucy Davis, aged 28
The music at the morning service at
2
Assistant
Engineers.
the elements of human
4 Foremen of Hose and Hook Λ Ladder.
years and 5 months.
the Baptist church will be:
ablaze with the blood red lights. of
4 First Assistant Foremen.
Ashford.
Organ Voluntary, Kaster Gladness,
Foremen.
Assistant
2
a
Second
in
was
not
It
stage-whisper
Dressier. tragedy.
Anthem, Christie Risen,
4 Clerks of Companies.
that the eternal Power spoke the >™β*Violin obligate.
33 Hosemon.
Handel. □cable words:
Offertorv,
«Let my people go! It
11 Ladder men.
A. F. Loud.
Eaeter Carol,
1 Steward.
of battle, the roll
Wilson. came in the whirlwind
that
To set your hens to get
Poetlule,
1 Superintendent of Fire Alarm System.
Choir—Mrs. Chesbro, Mrs. Llbby, Mr. Hollle, of drum, the voice of cannon, the ring
Total 64 men.
next
when eggs are
will
Mr. West. Nellie L. Brlckett, organist, assisted of
the 'thunder of
capmusketry,
3801 feet of good hoee.
by Miss Grace Dean, violinist.
winter.
A small begin700 feet old nose mended.
tains and the shouting.
3 Are alarms during the year.
ning but a mighty ending. A generaRose Comb Rhode Island
at
the
the
since Aug. 12, '07,
pressure
At the morning service at the Univer- tion has passed and the
Rod·) are the best winter
deThe
salist church next Sunday, there will be multitude that no man can numbeir has îydrants has been satisfactory.
layers there are.
a special Easter sermon by the pastor,
so far forgotten the lowliness of its ι triment appears to be in excellent conhave
as good a flock of Reds as
I
.
of
lition.
the
Kev. J. H. Little, on the theme, "Jesus origin that it utterly deepiees
day
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Andrews enter- there is in the state.
the life of the world." The music will small things. If our critic be the ac
to ained the Wild Cats of Norway Wedcredited mouthpiece of the party
be as follows:
JDegm 75c pox- IS.
The following
which he adheres, it holds in contempt iesday evening.
Organ Intermezzo from The Eternal City,
Φ4.00 Per IOO.
Mascagnl. | this weak young thing, so very like the , >resent:
W. O. Tliayor,
opening Anthem.
I)r. and Mrs. B. F. Bradbury.
ane from which it grew, in pluck, perLeslie Watson.
The Risen Christ
Dr. and Mrs. F. N. Barker.
SOUTH PARIS, ΠΕ.
Caleb Simper. jistence and principle. Its faceι is se
1 am He that Llveth,
Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Bartlett.
Agent for Compound Incubators and Zero
I
*s though it would go to Jerusalem
Hymn 119.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Cushman.
13 28
Brooders.
Response.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Andrews.
will go. It will get there. It will not
Blow Soft. Ye Balmy Airs of Spring.
Mrs A. J. Stearns.
J. H. Fillmore. ! t>e crucified unless more glorious results
It
The stockholders of the shoe factory
Easter Bel's are Ringing
Lyman Brackett would arise from the
Organ Postlude—Improvisation.
Kill go followed by the cry-like an « ilccted the following officers:
»
Choir:
;ch0 of evil-like the yelping
ho"°d·' President—Chas. F. Bldlon.
Soprano—Mrs. Η. E. Wilson.
Treasurer—H. D. Smith.
that f
We
Contralto—Miss Jessie Tolman.
meat

|

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

tManjr

NORWAY.

John's Letter.

Easter at the South Parte Churches.

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

CASTORIA For Infants and CMdrtn.
Th· KM Yra Havi Ahms Bouckt

pleased

to

display

my

Spring and Summer Line of Hats
and Millinery Novelties
To all who wish to

see

invited to

MISS ISABELLE

them.

You

inspect

them.

are

cordially

F..BRYANT, Designer.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

We Shall Have Two Car Loads of

WORCESTER KEMP

Manure

Spreaders!
One about the 20th of April,
and one the 1st of May.

These Spreaders are made in New England, for New England
conditions. Are set up at the factory, and are ready for immediate use as soon as unloaded.
Call and see a list of your neigh·

bore who have

bought

Hobbs'

these

Spreaders.

Variety Store,

Norway,

Maine.

13-15

GlÉlElR,
Cylinder

Gasoline

Oil.

THE REMEDY THAT
QUICKLY EXPELS THE1

Spreaders,

Manure

HOW TO TELL IF
YOU HAVE WORMS
The common iymptoma of worm· In Child-

Disk Harrows,

Sulky

ren and adults are:— Palsueaaof the iac· with
occasional Hushing; Indigestion accompanied
by an unnatural appetite at time·; foul
tongue aod offenalve breath; itching com;
vomiting; grluding of the teeth daring Bleep ;
■welling of the upper lip; hard «welled bowel·:
griping or colic pains; also oonruleions and
many other nnacoountable nervous symptoms, wbich. If not checked In time, lead on
to something more aerloua.

Plows.

General Line Farm Machinery.

SOMERVHXB,

MB.

Dr. Τκγε, Dear "Sir:—
"For nio.e than three months one of my
children had beeu troubled with spells of
SOUTH PARIS.
vomiting and symptoms of fever nearly
every week, together with canker-sores
about the nose and mouth. I obtained,
E. W.
about two weeks ago, two bottles of your
Elixir, and before the first bottle was exhausted the sores were entirely healed,
and no appearance of his vomiting or
fever-spells has ever returned. I really
I will 'urnlsh DOORS anil WISIK)WS of any believe that the lives of thousands of
8U· or Style ϋ reasonable price·.
children suffering from worms or canker
might be saved by a timely and judicious
Yours truly,
Uàe of your Elixir."
J. L. Hammett.

("HANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any ktnii of finish tor Inside or
Outside work. send In your orders. Pine Lum
ber ana Shingles on ban·I Cheap for Cub.

This U only one of hundreds of auch testimonials. This marvelous remedy has been
made and sold by l>r. J. F. True & Co. for
ttfty-slx years, and lu ull that time notblug
but words oi praise have been bestowed
upon it. Ihla is what Mr. Wing thinks of it.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work

Auburn, Mb.
Dr. Trcb, Dear Sir:—
"For the past seven years I have conCHANDLER,
stantly kept a supply of your Elixir in
mv house, and it never failed to give
Maine.
blessa
pr »mpt relief. It has been great
ing to my children, and unsolicited I give
you this tribute of gratitude, hoping the
merits of vonr unrivaled family medicine
may be widely known and appreciated."

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

E.

W.

....

REAL ESTATE
For Sale.

So. 90 li.—A fancv two story. 7 room house,
ί.'χ24 anil ell, recently built, cl»an and pretty.
Ha« the beet of «prince water ami no water tax.
One acre of land ami new hen bouses. For f 1300.
Come soon ami Investigate.
So. 6112 —Here Is ac Meal place for poultry
raisins or truck gardening as there are 2 acres
of land. A two story house ami sheds, never
falling well of water, near village of South I'arls
or Norway. $1000.
So. «U.—Two story, slugle tenement, S room
Bay winhouse ami stable 25x30 ft. connected.
dow and veranda facing west.
I.arge lot for
Best
tn>es.
neighborhood
with
garden
apple
and locality. Price $165o.
This property In
So. 61.—Location counts.
business section of Sorway and nicely adapted
12 rooms, good
bouse.
for a flrst class boarding
condition, everything handy. Also a stable
and
sale stable
for
a
28x40 ft, suitable
livery
If you are thinking of doing a small prodtable
an
re
is
business
be
opportunity, or In conlivery
Price #2300.
nectlou with a boarding bouse.

Kasy

i

and effectual remedy. For
worms it bas no equal, aqd :s an excellent
"
remedy for canker ο£ the month and throat.
I»r. True'* Ktlxlr in sold by druggist* c\ery"Tt is

1

I

Is ^gont fox*

Hebron, Maine.

EDWARD C. BEAN,
MANAGER.
First-class work done.

Family Washings

Watch
Fine
Key

Admitted assets.

Labilities Dee

Specialty.

Bargains.

Timekeepers.

Winders and Stem

Please call and

see

Windeis.

ntf

them.

S. Rloliards.

REMEMBER!

Agency,

Norway, Me.

Morris Klain,

1417

Cau afford to and will pay more for rage, rubber·, an<l metal than any étranger that calls to

I
I

31, 1907.

your house.
He paye from #5 to #'.' per ton for Iron deliver*·! to him here.
He buys fo'de 1 newspapers.
He Is paying for mixed rage, 1 cent a pound.
Rubber» according to market.
Paye market
prtoe for bran sacks.

.\jo ooo υο
131,044 55

U rose assets,
De<luct Items uot admitted.

#8,192,036 «4
891,455 58

Total ilabllltlea and surplus,
#72β,βλ·< 211
#7,300,601 A>
Admitted assets,
Ο. M. Blchardson, Agent, Canton, Maine.
Liabilities Dec. SI. 1907.
H. Vellleux. .Virent, Huinford Fall·, Maine.
$1,685,087 67
Net unpaid losses,
C. E. Toluian A Co.. Agents.
3,456,036 78
Unearned premiums,
South Paru. Maine.
457,563 86
All other liabilities.
1 000.000 00
Cash caplt il,
97
701,312
The United Firemen's Ins. Co.,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Philadelphia, Pa.
s
and
#7,300,00126
lUbllltU
Total
surplus,
Assets l)ec. 31,1907.
HARRIS L. ELLIOTT, Agent,
Beal Estate.
$ 141,450 00
Rumfonl Kails, Maine.
'298.333 00
Mortgage Loans,
FRKELANO HOWK, Agent, Norway, Maine
194 0<Ό CO
Collateral Loan*.
Tol.M \N, Agent, South Carls. Maine.
E.
C.
Stocks and Bonds,
1,177,539 00
UEO. R HOWE, Agent, Norway, Maine.
yi,92ti i*.
Cash In Office and Bank,
A genu' Balances,
5.9M 81 Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and
Interest and Kents,

A dm lue· 1 Assela,
Liabilities Dec.

Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premium·,
AU other liabilities.
Cash Capita),
Surplus orer all Liabilities,

769 65

31,1907.

$

45,17812
1,458,sly 8»
2,959 07
400,000 00
98,462 12 I

#1,9J6,419 20
Total liabilities and surplus,
Geo. L. Curtis, Agent, Norway, Maine.
Louis H. Vellleux. Agent, Kuuifard Falls, Maine.
Chas. E. Tolman Λ Co Agents, South Parts, Me.

PLEASE

No. 89.—8choolmaster'· Purzl·.

DATE

Reserve:
1,923,57100
Re-Insurance,
70,923 00
For losses unailjusted,
2,00β,*68 Οϋ
Surplus to policy holders,
L. Β. oral nerd, President and Treasurer.
F. B. Allen, Vice President.
C. 8. Blake, Secretary.
L. F. Middle brook. Ass't Sec'y.
Boston OOce, 101 Milk Street.
C Ε Roberts, Manager.
W. H. Allen, Assistant Manager.

Keep

MIND!

When in want of anything in our line· give us a call.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

0.
7.
8.
0.
10.
11.
12
13.
14.
15.
10.

A
A
A
A
A

king that acquires.
kiug that labors.
king that gathers fruit

A
A
A
A

king
kiug
kiug
kiug

king that seurcbes.
king that loves water.
A king that looks in.
A king that helps lu gardening.
that

quivers.

that loves a pl|>e.
that destroys
that sways to and fro.

Glorious.
"Your stag dinner must have been a
great success."
"Greatest ever. Some of the fellows
looked pale for a week afterward, aud
hardly any of 'em could eat solid food
for a couple of days."—Kansas City
Times.

Key to th· Puzzler.
No. 81.—Amputations: 1. ln-cub-ue.
2. Ad-her-es. 3 Mi-rug-es. 4. Gl-Imp-ae
5. Di-sea-ae. 6. 8a-tle-ty.
No. 82.—Enigma: Marbles
No. 83.—A Queer Language: Frying,
dying, sot. wet. Had. bad
No. 84.
Geographical Puzzles: 1.
3. I'laiutteld.
Canada. 2. Connecticut
—

No. 85.—Couuected Squares:

11

λ

STOP

BAUX
AVON

TORI
QUAI.

Ill

PBLTALKBDS
▲

β

σ

β

LOLL
Β

I

I

S

Να 80.—Pu·· Ια Boots: Turn the picLook behind Puaa
upside down
for his master.
No. 87— Divided Words: 1. Corn-Ice.
2. Huiu-or. 8. 11o-ub·. 4. Cur-tali. 6.
Man-age. 6. Pli ant (ply). T. Grant-ed.
8. Al-ways (all).
ture

"I see one of your battleships fast in
The kind that lasts. the mud."
to
order.
make
Screens—We
Window
and
Screen Doors
"Well?"
We
Regular size· of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
"I was just thinking that a ship fast
sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, screen door catches, Ac.
in the mud ought to be a record-breaker
on the open sea."
have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.

try imitations.

barrel of "CoThe soothing spray of Ely's Liquid
just
Supplies—We
an atomizer, is an
lumbia Ignition Batteries" the best for automobiles and telephones. Cream Balm, used in
sufferers from Cahave

received a

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Pianos

s

Organs.

Large Stock of New Pianos and

Organs.

unspeakable

relief to
Some of them describe it as a
Godsend, and no wonder. The thick,
fonl discharge is dislodged and the
patient breathes freely, perhaps for the
first time in week·. Liquid Cream Balm
contain· all the healing, purifying elements of the solid form, and It never
fail· to satisfy. Sold by all druggist·
for 75c., including apraying tube, or
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
tarrh.

New fork.

Geraldlne—Faint heart never won fair
lady.
for
trade
Nice
anyone
Gerald—Me for the faint heart.
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40.
Second hand pianos from $135 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.
and
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs
Most victim· of appendicitis nre those
Here is who are habitually constipated. Orino
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
Laxative Fruit Syrup cores chronic con·
a good trade in musical instruments.
•tipation by •timulatiog the liver and
bowels and restore· the natural action of
the bowel·. Orioo Laxative Fruit 8jrup

W. J*. Wheeler,
TOIIIwy BlOOÛ,

»Utlfc I

does not nauseate or

gripe

FLANNEL

and is

mila

CAKES.

Rub two tablespoonfuls of butter into
quart of fiour until well mixed, adding one teaspoonful of salt. Make into
a batter with a pint and a quarter of
milk, into which have been beaten
smoothly the yolks of three eegs. Just
before baking, stir in the stiffly beaten
whites. Fry on hot griddle well greased.

one

BAR HARBOR

JOHNNY

CAKE.

together one cupful of corn
meal, two cupfuls of flour, one teaspoonful of salt and two teaspoonfuls of baking powder. Now take a small piece of
butter, one large spoonful of sugar, one
egg, one and one-half cupfuls of milk,
and stir enough of this mixture into the
Sift all

flour and meal to make a thin batter.

GIANTS OF THE

Lop.

OBEGON

SHIPPED

TO

FOBEST

ABE

PANAMA.

A Portland, Oregon, newspaper tells
of aawed loge measuring 36 inches square
at eaoh end and 60 feet long, said to be
the largeet ever set afloat in any port in
the world, whioh were plsced on board
the Norwegian steamship Minerva at the
Portland mill. There were two of this
dimension, one 30 inches square at the
ends and 60 feet long and a fourth 24
inches and of the same length.
To make sticks of the larger size it
was neoessarv to get trees six feet in
diameter at the butts, or the small end
would not have cut three feet square.
These in ο η arc hs of the forest came from
the lower Columbia River and formed
part of a raft which was towed to Portland.
On arriving at the mill it proved a
most difficult task to get them ashore
and properly set for sawing. Before the
work was completed the heaviest log

chains

were

TEA

WAFERS.

Stir the white of one egg with one
tableepoonful of sugar, then add one
tablespoonful of rice flour and one and
one-half teaspooDfuls of melted butter.
Beat until well mixed (it should be
about as thick as cream.) Pour a teaspoonful of batter on a baking tin,
slightly greased, aud with the back of a
spoon spread it until about four inches
iu diameter and almost as thin as tissue
paper. Bake in a moderate oven until
brown, and while still warm roll around
will
This proportion
a round stick.
make one dozen wafers. Put in a covered tin to keep crisp.
hinnies."

(Girdle Cakes.)

Sift one
This is an old Scotch recipe.
half a pound of flour and a pinch of salt
into a mixing bowl, and add a squeeze of
lemon juice, then oue-quarter of a pound
of butter broken up into very small
pieoee. Mix all these into a dough with
Turn out on a floura little cold water.
ed board and roll out into a long, narrow
strip. Pick over and clean one-quarter
of a pound of currants. Sprinkle some
of them on the roll, fold in three and
press down with the rolling pin. Roll
out again and sprinkle with more currants. Repeat this process three or four
times, nntil all the currants are well
blended with the flour. If possible, lay
aside this pastry for a time before cooking. If made in the morning, it will be
just ready for use at tea time. Roll It
out to a quarter of an inch in thickness
and cnt in squares or rounds the size of
Bake on a hot griddle, turna teaplate.
ing it over until brown on both sides
while hot. This cake
butter
and
Split
may, if liked, be baked in an oven instead of a griddle. It will rise more
and look more flaky, but it somewhat
detract· from its original character.

They
Maintain
Good Health
1906.

—

In Addition to Onr

Regular

MONEY ORDERS

and Pictures,

payable any wbere in the UNITED
we are prepared to issue

STATES,

checks for any amount ON MORE
THAN TWO THOUSAND CITIES
and TOWNS in EUROPE, ASIA,

of

Begs

Mats, Mirrors

Norway, Maine,
that commencing

to announce

January

i,

&

1908,

Its hours to the public
follows :

Norway National Bank,

in

9 a. n. to 3 p. n.

Saturday*

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

13-15

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

""OljltQ].
It

THIS MAY INTEREST YOU.

No one is immune from Kidney trouble,
so just remember that Foley's Kidney
Cure will stop the irregularities and cure
any case of kidney and bladder trouble
that is not beyond the reach of medicine.
For sale by all druggists.
A Houston wife says she delights to
bear her husband praise the beauty and
sweetness of other women. Otherwise
she is a woman of unquestioned veracity.
Miss Withers (showing photograph of
herself)—I'm afraid it's rather faded.
^jBlinke (inexperienced, aged 19)—Yes;
but it's just like yon.

AN INSIDIOUS DANGER.
One of the worst features of kidney
trouble is that it ie an insidious disease
and before the victim realizes his danger
he may have a fatal malady. Take
Foley's Kidney Cure at the first sign of
trouble as it corrects irregularities and
prevents Bright's disease and diabetes.
For sale by all druggists.

"Oh, my!" complained Mrs. Nagget.
never had such an
unsatisfactory

day's shopping."
"Hub," grunted

her husband, "I suppose you were trying to get something
for nothing.
"Yes, deir, I was looking for a birthday present for you."

The Capt H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
TAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

W

THE VERY HIGHEST

South

QUALITY

The new theory advanced by L. T.
Cooper relative to the human stomach
has attracted such widespread attention
that the public in cities visited by the
young man has been joined by many
physicians in a discussion of his beliefs

and medicines.
Mr. Cooper says that human health is
dependent almost entirely upon the
lie says that no disease can
stomach.
be conquered without first alleviating all
stomach disorders. He further says that
most men and women of this generation

Thouhas boen phenomenal.
have flocked to his headthe
and
has
gone,
quarters wherever he
sale of bis medicine has been beyond
of the kind ever before witsuccess

sands of

people

anything
nessed.

Possibly the most interesting feature
of the attention tuis young man has attracted is what his army of followers,
whom he has converted to bis beliefs
through his medicines, have to say on
the subject. The following statements
of
are from two well known residents
Chicago and Boeton, respectively, and
the enthusiasm of these is characters'ic
of Cooper's admirers generally.
Mrs. H. B. Mack, of 3201 State Street,
Chicago, says: "I bavo been suffering
for 12 years from a combination of stomach troubles, catarrh and constipation, I
had a
pain in the pit of my
gnawing

The New York Plate Glass Ins. Co.,
42 Cedar St., New York.
Assets Dec. 31, 1007.
$
5,000 00
Mortgage loans,
670,919 47
Stuck and bonds,
31,1314»
Cash In ofllce and bank,
114,947 72
Agents' balancée,
$>"27,198 59
103,070 63

Gross assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,
Admitted assets,
Liabilities Dec.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$724,927 70

31, 1007.

$ 10,405 111

285,079 43
44,985 !0

200,000 on
177,850 47

$724,9-27 70
Total liabilities and surplus,
L. H. VEILLEUX, Agent,
Rumford Kails, Maine

American Surety Company of New
York, New York.
Assets Dec. 81, 1907.
$3,150,337 U4
Real estate,
'.',433,391 91
Stocks and bonds,
502 124 Oil
Cash In ofllce and bank,
25,530 -1
Interest and rents,
19
of
in
course
collection,
313,204
Premiums
$0,491,148 07
11G.54G -29

Gross assets,

Deduct Items not admitted,

$0,374 002 38
Dec. 31, 1907.
$ 503,MS 90
losses,
unpaid
Unearned premiums,
1,1-20,940 II
175,200 71
A11 other liabilities,
2,5W),000 00
Cash capital,
oo
all
over
-2,(«8,530
liabilities,
Surplus
Net

Admitted assets,
Liabilities

Total liabilities and surplus,
$0,374,002 38
ALBERT J. STEARNS, Agent, Norway, Maine.

United States Fidelity and Guaranty Co.,

Baltimore, Maryland.
Assets Dec.

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,

31, 1907.

-2,450,750 89
432,807 97
410,279 50
30,89-2 37
159,-20-2 70

Agents'balances,

Interei-t and rente,
A H other assets,

$4,137,738 43
'230,58.3 08

Gross aanets,

Deduct Items not admitted,
Admitted assets,
Liabilities Dec.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
A11 other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all llabllltlc,

$ 517,403 88
11,750 (β
12» 5*5 00

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in ofllce and bank,

31, 1907.

$3,907,1.55 35

Paris
Power

Light, Heat and

ΛΧΝΓΛΖ.

Company.

ΜΕΕΤΠ'ίί.

Atlas Assurance Company, Ltd.,
of London, England.
South Paris, Maine, March IT, H»-.
Assets Dec. 31,1907.
(
Nl,>7·* 81
Notice is hereby given that the annual
Real estate,
Stock* and bonds,
1,719,-M 74 meeting of the stockholders of the South
109,758 39
Cash In οtUce and bank,
245,778 33 Paris Light, Heat and Power Company
Agents' balances,
Internat and rente,
17,417 O.l to act upon the following articles will be
A 11 other assets,
<;,'·■'> 7 07 held at the office of the Treasurer on Fritwo o'clock P. M.
Gros» assets,
$2,242,611 43 day, April 10, 1908, at
To hear the report of the
First:
-221,418 30
stomach, a sort of dull pain that I could Deduct lierait not admitted,
not quite understand. Then there was
Treasurer.
Admitted assets,
$2,021/223 13
a dull headache, and my mind seemed to
Second: To see if the Company will
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1907
bo wandering continually. I could not Net unpaid losses,
$ 09.842 SB vote to sell additional shares of its
1,292,460 32 treasury stock.
premiums,
eat, and what little solid food I did eat Unearned
20,244 Ks
I A11 other llalil.Itles,
I could not retain on my stomach.
Third: To elect officers for the eusuover all liabilities,
»;«>2.t>75 57
Surplus
tried every remedy I could think of, and
ing year.
13
mediTotal liabilities and surplus,
$2,021,226
also tried out a number of patent
GEORGE M. ATWOOI), Troas.
13-14
W. J. Wheeler A Co Agents,
cines, but without any apparent result.
South Parle, Maine.
I
that
friends
of
It was through one
my
heard of Cooper's preparation, and I im- Great Eastern
Casualty and Indemnity
It
to
decided
try some of it.
mediately
2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
Co. of New York.
is two weeks since I took my first dose
located in the village of West Paris.
Λ Met s Dec. 31, 1907.
of it, and I feel like a new woman. The Stock» and
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
bonde,
headache seems to have disappeared, Cash In olllce and bank,
shed and stable. About .'5-4 acre of land,
and the pain in my stomach along with Premiums outstanding,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
and
Interest
rente,
in
its
weight
it. The medicine is worth
are situated high from the street,
ings
Mr.
Cooper
Gross assets,
$419,324 72 j with broad piazza shaded with vines,
gold, and I want to thank
for what he has done for me."
A spring of
72 commanding a fine view.
Admitted
annote,
$419,324
*20
of
Oakley
Mr. Edwin F. Morse,
These buildLiabilities Dec. 31, 1907
pure water on premises.
of
a
suburb
Boston,
Street, Dorchester,
Net unpaid losses,
$14,909 82 ings are well and prettily furnished and
a well
Unearned premiums,
97,374 21
says: "For three years I had not
would be glad to sell the
11,722 78 the owner
All other liabilities,
was
in
stomach
frightful
My
day.
9K),000 un furniture and
Cash capital,
furnishings with the
95,317 91 house.
shape; the mere thought of food would Surplus over all liabilities,
This is a great bargain and will
nauseate me, and I really bad a horror of
sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
$419,324 72 be
Total liabilities and eurplu*,
anything to eat. All solid food would
M. McLcod, Agent, Hum for· I Kalis, Maine.
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
cause me extreme indigestion, bloating
Maine.
and gas on my stomach, and nothing New Brunswick Fire Insurance Co., J
some
I
time
borne
tasted right,
ago got
New Brunswick, New Jersey.
of this Cooper's medicines, about which
Assets Dec. 31, 1907.
$ 78,40.· 95
there is so much talk. I actually feel as Real esta·»·,
100,314 00
loans,
well and strong as a boy ever since the Mortgage
309,987 73
Stocks and bonds,
THE
λνο
tirst bottle. Every sign of stomach trou- Cash In office anil bank,
i7.-.V{ a
47,24357
ble has disappeared, and I have a hearty Agents' balances,
I
oo
2,73»
Interest and rents,
appetite ana eat three square meals; All other assets,
100 00
Anyw,th
every thing seems to taste good.
Gross assets,
$576/39 57 I
one who knows what chronic indigestion
99
rot
Items
42,487
Deduct
admitted,
to
|
meaus
is can apprecaiate what this
■ne.
I cousider this the most remarkAdmitted assets,
$.">.14 I'd 66 I
Liabilities Deo. 31,1S07.
able medicine I ever heard of."
31,415"
$
and
Netunpaldlos.es,
medicines,
Mr.
sell
We
Cooper's
Unearned premiums,
245,831 06
find them to be all he claims.—F. A. All other liabilities,
50 36
200,000 00
Cash cap'tal,
ShurtletT A Co.
,W,833 49
Suri lus over all liabilities,
AND AU THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
United States Health and Accident InTotal liabilities and surplus,
$534,15 58
SATISFACTORY
GUARANTEED
II. L. Κ Itott, Agent, Humlord Ka le, Maine
surance Co., Saginaw, Mich.
OR MONET REFUNDED.
Assets Dec. 31, 1907.
( 11,.100 00 U, S. Branch North British & MercanMortgage loans,
568,94*
tile Insurance Co. of London and [
Stock·1 am! bond·,
78,419 -7
and
olllce
bank,
Cash In
NOTICE.
Edinburgh.
8,231 .V>
Interest ami rents,
In the District Court of the United State# for the
Assets Dec.31) 1907.
53,188 52
All other assets,
In Bankruptcy.
of
Maine.
District
81
$0,414,817
Stocks and bonds,
3-2,721 32 In the matter of
(720,088 01 Cash In office and bankr
)
Grose assets,
39
A7
718,231
I,.
SANBO
.'5,79«i
ALBERT
IN,
Agents' balances,
Deduct items nut admitted,
J In Bankruptcy.
<;4,'·22 90
Intere-t accrued on bonds,
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
60
34
'-"Jl
7,879
AII
other
(6'Jl
asset-,
Admitted a«set«,
To the creditor* of Albert L. Sanborn, In the
Liabilities Dec. 31,1907.
of Oxford an I district aforesaid :
Gioss assets,
$7,618,57505 County
$ 59,546 >3
Net unpaid louses,
Notice Is hereby κ·*<-η that un toe 7th day of
36
:u
7«5,»a
63,236
Deducted Items not admitted,
Unearned Premiums,
D. i;*«. the sal· 1 Albert F.. Sanborn
Λ.
April,
46,003 74
All other liabilities,
wa» 'luly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the llrst
Admitted assets,
$1,832 710 69
30»,000 00
at the office
Cash capital,
of
meeting his creditors will l>e held South
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1907.
225,5 '< 43
Paris,
Surplus over all liabilities,
of the Referee, No. S Market
# 841/10446 on the -iind day of April, A. Square,
Net unpaid loMM,
D. 1!»W, at lu o'clock
3.793,016 60 I
(694.291 34 Unearned premiums,
Total llaiillltles and surplus,
nt which time the said creditors
In
the
forenoon,
2 »; '8,twi I
a
Surplus as regards policy holders,
II. A. Hilton, Agent, South l'arl», M tine.
may attend, prove their claims, ap|>olnt
examine the bankrupt, and transact
69 trustee,
and surplus,
liabilities
$·ι,Κ12,710
Total
become
1 such other business as may pro|>crly
W..I. WIIEELEKA CO., Λ g nts.
Maryland Casualty Co., Baltimore, Md.
fore said meeting.
South Paris, Maine.
AuiCts Dec. 31, 1007.
South Paris, April 8. l'.*W.
01
( 447,732
Ileal estate,
WALTER I. OR AT,
10>,000 00 S(W
Co.
Kefnree In Bankruptcy.
Insurance
Glass
Ground rent,
Jersey Piste
2,741,256 OU
Stocks anil bonds,
J.
of Newark, N.
03
208,433
and
ollice
In
batik,
Cash
46
NOTICE.
Assets Dec. 31, 1907.
Agents' balances,
U,<19 59 Mortgage loans.
Kills receivable,
In the District Court of the United States for the
36
20,108
an>l
Stocks
bonos,
Interest and rents,
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
612,949 12 Cash In office and bank,
Premiums In course of collection,
)
In the matter of
Agents' balances,
LOUIS Ν. TALBOT,
28
J In Bankruptcy,
Interest and rents,
$4,151,181
Gross assets,
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
2'>,702 OS All other assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,
To the creditor* of I.ouls N. Talbot, In the
Gross assets.
(4,130,471* 23
County of Oxford ami district aforesaid:
Admitted assets,
not
1907.
Notice I» hereby given that on the 7th «lav of
adm'tted,
Items
Dec.
Deduct
Liabilities
31,
( 8u5,.W £4
April, A. I), ltfttts the said Louie N. Talbot
Vet unpaid losses,
03
83
wax
1,4.12,737
$479,449
Admitted
assets,
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
Unearned premiums,
l iabilities Dec. 31,1907.
208,»28 21
drel meeting "f hie creditor» will be held at the
All other liabilities,
750,000 00 Net unpaid losses,
$ 6,913 52 ofllce of the Referee, No. « Market S|uare, .South
Cash ciplt il,
913,220 15 Unearned premiums,
151,899 <<3 Parte, on tbe£!nd day of April, A. I). 19W, at
Surplus overall liabilities,
25.777 71 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
A11 other liabilities,
23
00 Mild creditor» may attend, prove their claim*.
200,000
and
4,130,479
Cash capital,
surplus,
Total liabilities
91,859 57 api>olnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
Surplus over all liabilities,
Chester L. Jordan Λ Co., State Agent··,
transact *uch other business a» may pro|>eriy
Portland, Maine.
$479.449 «3 1I come before «aid meeting.
Total liabilities and surplus,
.Maine.
Kumf.trd
South l'urls, April 8, llti)8.
Falls,
L.
II.
Elliott,
Agent,
Insurance
Co.,
A
Marine
Sit. Paul Fire
WALTEΚ L. OKAY,
St. Paul, Minnesota.
Ueferee In Bankruptcy·
Commerce Insurance Company
A secte Dec. 31,1907.
of Albany, Λ. W.
( 289,298 21
Real estate,
Assets Dec. 31, 1907.
STATE OF MAINE.
617,.Woo
Mortgage loans,
24 500 oo Heal estate,
Col lateral loans,
OXKORD, 8».
loans,
50
Mortgage
3,1:13,913
Stocks and bonds,
Γο the Honorable Ju lice* of the Supreme Judi428,662 02 Stocks and bonds,
Cash In oflice and bank,
cial Court next to be holdcn at Rumford
422,791 35 Cash In office and bank,
Agents' balances,
balances,
28
Fall* within and for the County of Oxford
Agents'
17,9111
Hills receivable,
on the second Tuesday of May, 19U3.
35,806 74 Interest and rents,
Interest and rents,
92
51,156
Annie M. Cor."on of «aid Rumford would llliel
All other assets,
Gross assets,
an·! give thU honorable court t<> be Infotnird
Deduct Items not admitted,
02
(5,001,420
Grose assets,
that she was lawfu l/ married to Wall ice IUoison at West Poland, Me., on the *7th day of
Admltte I assets,
02
$5,001,420
Admitted assets,
May, 11*5; that sine.· fal l Intermarriage *he ha»
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1907.
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1907.
Ικ·en a chaste and affectionate wife toward her
( 359,918 51 vet unpaid losses,
said husband, but that he, regard lens of hU marNet unpaid losses,
3,011,052 19 1 Unearned premiums,
Unearned premiums,
liage covenant» and obligation*, ha* been guilty
All other

Only Necessary to Treat the
Stomach, Says Cooper.

are half-sick owing to degenerate stomUnfinished Song.
And lastly, be claims that his
achs.
will rejuvonate
The late Senator Quay circulated a New Discovery medicine
human stomach in 00 days.
story wherein Speaker Cannon is repre- the
Cooper has been traveling from one
sented as a singer. Tbe occasion was a
to another, conducting in each what
political banquet, where a discussion city
For
of education.
arose over the song, "The Old Oaken he calls a campaign
the past year he has met the public in
Bucket."
and his
never the larger cities of tho country,
Senator Quay remarked: "I

heard."

NORWAY. MAINE.

1

Desirable Residence for Sale,

The

is one of the nuisances that
no one has been able to abolish in
churches or in theatres. A physician,
however, asserts that the coughing
nuisance is a mere question of acoustics.
"There ie a subtle connection between
the ear and the throat," he said. "When
the ear is strained the throat is affected,
and a cough is tbe result.
in
"When we can hear perfectly
church or theatre it never occurs to us
to cough; but when we bend forward,
straiuing every nerve to catch the actor's
or preacher's muffled syllables, then we
find ourselves coughing every little while.
"Build auditoriums with
perfect
acoustic properties and I warrant that
the thunderous choruses of coughs so
common now among us will be no more

Optician.

LcwfisiPrices inOxfordGounty.

XD A

i
[β

made would furnish sufficient mabuilding a city representing a
population of many thousand.

Coughing

SOUTH PARIS.

NirholiSt..

were

Save the English Tongue.
If there is any one subject in which
American school children are delicient
it is the proper use of the English lanHow anybody, who overhears
guage.
the average conversation of a crowd of
average school boys, can come away with
anything but the sort of feeling he would
have after witnessing a murder, is incomprehensible except on the theory
that the man is himself a regular perpetrator of linguistic crimes. Fortunately,
there are many exceptions among echool
boys on the side of good clean speech,
but, in the large cities especially, the
English language in the mouths of
echool boys is largely—one is tempted to
say chiefly—an outpouring of vulgar
slang, barbaric sentence construction
and
and pronunciation so drawling
slovenly that the street gamin's influence
is apparently proved far more powerful
than anything brought to bear in the
school room.

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

:

9 a. ra. to ι.ι·ι p. n.

Mouldings s,J.

High Grade Portrait Work

are as

broken.

terial for

"I

Picture Frames

Announcement.

—

AMERICA,
SOUTH
Monroe, Me.,
AFRICA,
"We have used the true 'L. F.'
MEXICO, and the WEST INDIES,
(or
Atwood's Bitters in our family
AUSTRALIA, and the EAST INtwenty-five years with good results.
DIES, the PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
house.
in
the
them
We always keep
and SANDWICH ISLANDS.
They are excellent for stomach trouble." Respectfully yours, J. A. Braley.
Some of the most common causes of
ill health are hasty meals, unwise diet,
The stomach rebels
and over-eating.
under such abuse and sickness follows.
Such errors may be quickly righted by a
few doses of the "L. F." Atwood's BitNorwuy· Mo.
ters. They sweeten stomach, cleanse the
J^-Tliirty-five years of successful serbowels, arouse liver, and purify blood
vice to depositors.
36c. at druggists.

When a number of slabs had been
sawed from them it was found that they
were entirely too large to be planed with
machinery. Consequently the planiag
had to be done by band. The operation
was necessarily slow.
When it came time to load them it was
also found that the steamer's derricks
could not handle the timbers. Brown &
McCabe, the stevedores, were forced to
slide them aboard Inch by inch. This
was accomplished with pries, after they
had been dropped on skids.
The huge fir sticks were placed on
deck and will be taken to Panama by
the Minerva, which is scheduled to sail
the early part of next week. They are
consigned to the Government and will
be converted into spuds for a new dredge
being built to assist in digging the
Panama Canal. It is said these splendid
specimens of Oregon fir will go into the
makeup of the most powerful dredge
which is being turned out by Uncle Sam
at that point.
Several cargoes of lumber have been
forwarded from Portland to the canal
zone during the past season, but the
most of it was intended for the building
of locks, houses for the employes and
other like purposes.
In board measure tbe two larger logs
contain 12,960 feet, enough lumber to
build a small residence. A quarter section of such trees from which the cuts

SQUASH CAKES.
One cupful of sifted squash (left over
Was Breaking his Heart.
from dinner), one cupful of milk, one
Manuel Amador of Panama
President
of
baking tells this little tale of a certain Cuban
egg, two small teaspoonfuls
of
melted
butpowder, one teaspoonful
millionaire:
ter, one cupful of flour. Mix well to"An unfortunate man once obtained
gether and bake in a roll pan.
access to this millionaire and started to
BROWN BREAD.
lay before him his woes. He depicted
most vivid
Mix aDd sift one and one-quarter cup- hie wretched poverty in
fills of grauulated Indian meal, one cup colore. Indeed, bo graphic was the
ful of graham Hour and three-fourths of man's sad story that the millionaire felt
Add to these one himeelf affected as he had never been
a cupful of rye Hour.
he sumteaspoonful of soda and a half teaspoon· before. With tears in his eyes
ful of salt ; mix and sift again. Add two- moned his servant and in a quavering
thirds of a cupful of molasses and two voice said:
··
fellow out. He
'John, put this poor
cupfuls of sour milk. Beat well to"
gether and pour into a buttered tin. is breaking my heart.'
Steam four or five hours.
BREAKFAST

"sinoin

A CARD.

The Largeet

heard it sung through in my life.M
"I will bet you a SI that I can sing it
through," asserted Mr. Cannon.
4
and
"Take you," said tbe eenator,
the toastmaster will hold the stakes and
bo referee."
Mr. Cannon cleared his throat and attacked the famous old melody with grim
At the end of the first
earnestness.
stanza Senator Quay got upon his feet
and interrupted the song.
SOUR CREAM BISCUITS.
"I wish to say if I may be pardoned,"
Into one pint of eour cream stir one he commenced, "that I dislike to lose
teaspoonful of soda which has been dis- $1, but I am willing to ooncede the
solved in two tablespoonfuls of warm stakes to
my adversary and take his
water; add the well beaten white of one word for the accuracy of his knowledge
salt.
of
and
one-half
teaspoonful
egg
if he will stop singing right where he
When the cream foams up add enough is."
sifted flour to make a soft dough. Roll,
cut out and bake in a quick oven.
Coughing In Church.

JAPANESE

ΒΟΛΟ

Roofing—The

WheelbaiTOWS—We
Electrical
Telephones

BREAD.

—

Thia is to certify that all druggists are
authorized to refund your money if
Linseed Oil,
Floor Faints,
Foley'· Honey and Tar fails to cure your
House Paints,
cough or cold. It atope the cough, heals
Varnishes,
Floor Dressing,
Barn Paints,
and- prevents serious results
the
Floor Finish,
Turpentine, fromlungs
Hoof Paints,
a cold.
Cure· la grippe, coughs,
Brushes. and prevents pneumonia and consumpLiquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
tion. Contains no opiates. The genuine
We have tome new lines of paints which we believe to be most desirable.
ia in a yellow package. Refuse substi"
asle by all druggists.
beet of all roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't tutes. For

Paroid

pint

Take a little over four cupfuls of dates,
separate them, put into a pan of lukewarm water and wash thoroughly one by
one; slit one side and take out the pit,
keeping the dates as whole as possible.
Rinse a second time in warm water and
Scald three cupfuls of
set aside to dry.
milk; add one teaspoonful of salt and
half a cupful of molasses and cool off to
lukewarm. Take one-half a yeast cake
and dissolve it in two tablespoonfuls of
The schoolmaster wishes to Impress
warm water; add this to the milk, etc.,
this precept upon his pupils and rebeat well and sift in enough flour to
quests thcui to find the correct anawer. make a good drop batter. Boat thor—New York Globe.
oughly, tben cover and sot in a warm
place, free from draughts, until light.
When light and bubbly on top, add four
No. 90.—Word Hunt.
Take a letter, add a letter and have cupfuls of the prepared dates and enough
a soft dough.
Place this article between whole wheat flour to make
au article.
Turn out on a floured board and knead
a number and to make an effort and
until smooth and velvety to thp touch.
have those who rent laud upon a large Return to the
bowl, cover and let rise
estate.
again until light. Then form into small
loaves, put into the pan and set aside
No. 91.—Shakespearean Jumble.
once more until light; then bake in a
Measure, as. love's. uoth'.ng. much. moderate oven.
Romeo, all's, and, that, for, you. It.
BREAKFAST OEMS WITH DATES.
like, merry, measure, Athens, Windsor,
Beat the yolk of one egg with a saltof labor of. ado, well, ends, merchant, spoonful of salt. Then add one cupful
winter's, Lear, well, Juliet, about, tale, of milk, one-half a cupful of boiled rice,
one cupful and a half of graham flour
king, wives. Timou, lost, of, Venice.
butRearrange the words here given and and a scant tablespoonful of melted
Beat vigorously and add a quarter
tlud the titles of eleven Shakespearean ter.
of a
cupful of sliced dates, one teaplays.
spoonful of baking powder, then fold in
tbe whites of two stiffly beaten eggs.
No. 92.—Charade.
Bake in a hot oven in a gem pan.
My one Is an animal tamo and free;
POTATO ROLLS.
My second stands at the head;
My third rises high above the sea,
When mashing your potatoes for dinily WHOLE Is the hunter's dread.
ner, put one large tablespoonful into a
pint of tbe water in which they were
No. 93.—Additions.
boiled and set aside until bedtime.
1. Add ν to a many seeded fruit, re- Strain through a colander and add one2. Add half a pint of milk that has been scalded
arrange and make foundation.
of lard,
β and ν to kind, rearrange aud make and cooled, one tablespoonful
of sugar, one
one
vigorous. 3. Add κ aud υ to α weath- smallheaping tablespoonful
teaspoonful of salt, one-third of a
ercock. rearrauge aud make a tine
yeast cake dissolved in water, and
street. 4. Add a aud υ to tidy, rearenough sifted flour to make a stiff batter.
rauge aud make the uuiverse. 5. Add Beat well, cover and leave in a moderateThen
u
aud η to observe, rearrange and ly warm place until morning.
add sifted flour enough to make a soft
make α royal seat.
The Initials of the uew words will dough, working it well. Let it rise
roll out half an inch thick, cut
spell the surname of a famous general. again,
into round cakes, fold together, drawing
a buttered knife through as you fold
No.·94.—Spring Greeting.
them. Let them rise again until light,
(Supply missing rhymes.)
and then bake in a quick oven from
All faintly through my soul today,
This
twenty to twenty-five minutes.
As from a bell that far
recipe will make quite a number of
Is tinkled by some frolic
rolls.
Floateth a lovely chiming.
Thou muglc bell, to many a tell
BREAKFAST PUFFS.
saddened
a
winter
And many
Boil one pint of milk with a quarter of
Thy tongue a tale of spring doth
Stir in three-quarters
a pound of butter.
Too passionate sweet for rhyming.
of a pound of flour and let cool. Beat
Chime out. thou little eoug of spring
the whites and yolks of five eggs separateFloat In the blue skies
ly and add. Fill greased cups half full of
Thy eong of life & Joy doth
the batter and bake in a quick oven.
That's sweet, albeit fleeting.
Float on the spring winds to my home, Turn out on a hot plate and sprinkle
with sugar.
And when thou to a rose shalt
That hath begun to show her
SCONES.
Say. I send her greeting.
Sift one quart of fiour and add half a
teaspoonful of salt, one teaspoonful of
No. 95.—The King's Court.
sugar, one tablespoonful of lard, one
Example: A kiug that takes Btepe. beaten egg and one pint of sweet milk.
Answer: Walking
When the fiour is sifted add first, before
1. A kiug that strangles.
the other ingredients, two teaspooDfuls
of baking powder. Mix to a thick bat2. A kiug that derides.
ter and drop in squares on a very hot
3. A kiug that adheres.
greased griddle and bake brown on both
4. A kiug that observes.
sides. Serve with butter and honey.
5. A kiug tbat constructs.

Abstract of Statement Jan.

m

one

of warm milk. Pour this into the sifted
flour and beat it hard before setting
aside to rise. When light, add two teaspoonfuls of salt and as much more flour
as can
be beaten in with a wooden
epoon. Let this rise again, and then beat
out the air bubbles and pour into two
pans. When almost double in
bulk, place in a moderately hot oven and
bake fifty minutes.

greased

Insurance Company.
1, l'.Htf.
$1,000,000 00
Cash capital,
4.060,194 00
$1,WC,419 A> Total assets,
$1,996,188 85

Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,

Blck and a salute.

The Difference.
"Th:\t fellow drinks like a beast."
"Is he so bad as all that?"
"Er-1 wouldn't say that You know,
beasts only drink as much as they
41168 57
need and then ouly water."—Baltimore
9,570 56
1,175,38106 American.

Agents'balance*,
I :«,β9β 92 Interest
antl rents,
350,12j 01 All other assets,
73
8,291

Bread, Rolls, Etc.

of compressed yeast with
spoonfuls of water and add to

The Fidelity and Casualty Company
of New York.
*74«.S51 63
Assets Dec. 31,1907.
.V.l'Jrt 42
$ 970,499 58
Rest estate,
5,862.363 59
Stocks an<l bonds,
$726,638 21 Cash in office ami bank,
143,073 48

Ci rose assets,
D«<luct Items not admitted,

unpaid lusse».
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities,
Cub capital,
Surplus over all liabilities.

a

topic·
le solicited. Address :
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me.

—

Wayside Laundry,

Capital

Net

hiving

FARM

GOOD

SOUTH PARIS,

soon.

Fire Insurance Co., Concord. Ν. H.
Assets Dec. 31,1907.
« 92,553 27
Re»; estate.
80,447 55
Mortgage loans,
17,200 00
Co:lateral loans.
430,774 07
Stocks and bonds.
58,237 73
Cash In offlee anil bank.
57,376 47
Agent»' balances.
3.SH.- 31
In te re-it and rente,
«,3-24 23
▲11 other assets.

A

W. A. Porter,

farm one mile from Norway
Tillage, forty rods from school bouse, good neighbors. Upland strong soli, cuts 30 tuns of hav.
Stable and barn connects with dwellings and
A good 12 acre
house suitable 'or two familles.
On-hard of 2t»» trees, 1W7 crop 130
wood lot
S bis. You should see this farm to be convinced.
Price $2000
No. 67.—This farm Is situated four miles south
of South Paris Village, only 1-2 mile to school,
on elevation ove» looking surrounding country,
100 acres, 40 acres tillage, 30 acres In larg>
growth wood, 10 acres pine timber, cuts 21 tons
hay. Buildings only been built a few years and
In best condition, running spring water In all
buildings. Good trout brook near and best of
Hablng. Small orchard. $2600.
So. 68.—50 acre farm three miles from Sorway.
3-4 mile from school, 2»i acres tillage, balance
wood and pasture. Cuts 15 tons hay. can easllv
be made to cut 3U tons. House 2 -«tories and oil.
stable and barn, loo apple trees, 6 pear trees, 75
In good neighborhood, telebbls. apple· 1907.
phone in house. Only $12M).
So. 63 1 2 —300 acres, situated In North Norway, overlooking lake Peunessecwassee, near
school and church, 4 miles from Norway Village
Cuts 50 tons A No. 1 bay, est 20O M timber.
Main hous*
2000 cords wood, 350 apples trees.
3 1-2 stories, 12 rooms, and connects with stable
35x45 (t., barn 43x65 ft., silo and four hen houses
An ideal farm fur dairy, poultry or frutt raising
Just the place for a cltv man to enjoy farm lire
Interspersed with good Qshlng and hunting. No
better farm In Norway. Price $4300.
No. 82.—This farm has 120 acres, divided into
tillage, wood and pvstu^e Particularly adapted
to apple growth, has 1000 thrifty trees 'and nar
rested 300 barrels apples 1907. Cuts 35 tons A
So. 1 hay. Buildings new. situated 112 miles
from South Paris. Price $3500.
So. 62 1-2.—20 acre farm in Norway Village and
la an Ideal I n-aMou for general farming, poultry
truck, small fruits. Be«t of soil for early crops
and right near the best market to sell the crops
Good
Cuts .·> tons hay, pasture for three cows.
buildings and good water. Only $1600. Call

The

to hear front owner

I for aa'e. Not particular about location.
I Pleaxe give price and description, and rea■ -on for selling. State when poeaesslon can
■ be had. Will deal with owners onlv. 10-22
I L. Derbyshire, Box !K4, Bocheater, Ν. Y.

FARMS.

NORWAY, ME.

sate

■Wanted·

acre

Tel. 136-3.

a

wher·» ut S.V.. 50<·., and Si 00 per buttle. The
booklet. "1 hildren and Their Disease*," will
be fen t free by alia ply lddlHtiB| Dr. J F
True A <'o.. Ai>liurn. Me. We have 11 spccîai
treatment for U.;>o-worai. Send for fre." book.

terms.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

Chas. E. Wing.

though worms may not be found
present l>r. True s KUiir tones up the stomach
and liver. Head what Dr. J. Haley, of Brunswick. thinks of it:
Even

No. 65— An Ideal home between Norway and
1-2 acre lot. 11-2
Paris, and in the best repair.
story single tenement, 6 room bouse and stable.
You will be
Water in house and no water tax.
pleased wltli this place and the price is within
reach of all. $975.
No. «β —90

Very respectfully yours.

Correspondence

of Interest to the ladles
Editor Ηομκμλκκββ'

on

No. 88.—Word Syncopations.
WHOLE-WHEAT BREAD.
(Drop three letters.)
This bread is very nutritioaa and
1. Syncopate a bird and have a sailor
easily made. Sift together three and
and a support.
one-half oupfals of whole-wheat floor
2. Syncopate a willow receptacle and
and half a cupful of cornstarch, also one
have to request and a wager.
tableapoonful of sugar. Soften one cake
3. Syncopate a huge wave and have
three table-

TOOK DR. TME'S ELIXIR
MO ROT WELL

A. W. WALKER à SON,

West Sumner,

The Ρuzzler

HOMEMAOBS' COLUMN.

FOR SALE.

KILLthe couch
CURE

LUWC8

Dr. King's
New Discovery

FOR Colds8

JSSl

$ 489,331 -24
1,393,-24·') 00
122,283 07
1,'no.ooo oo
Itibilules,
3,7!<6 70 I
202,290 04 AII other liabilities,
)f cruel and abu«lvc treatment of your *ald
5ooooooo| Cash capital,
Cash capital,
libellant, and being ai le to labor aud sappoit
all liabilities,
over
62
Surplus
1,120,652
$3,907,155 35 Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
four "aid lib· liant, he has grossly, wantonly ami
refused and n· glected »o to do; and he
H. L. ELLIOTT, Agent, Rumford Falls, Maine.
$.">'.<{ 320 49 I •ruelly
Tutal liabilities and surplus,
(5,001,420 02 II
ia* al<o been constantly guilty of gross and con
Total liabilities and surplus,
II. L. Elliott, Agent, Kumrord Kalis, Maine.
L. KUIott Λ Co., Agonis,
of Intoxl· atlon ; and your libellant
H.
habit*
Irmcd
Insurance
York
of
New
Company,
City
Kumlord Kails, Maine.
further aver» tlwt the rceHcuce of "her «aid hu»·
New York.
W. J. Wheeler & Co.. Agents,
«and I» unknown to her; that *he Iris been OB·
South Paris, Maine.
ible, by u»e of reasonable dlllgenc ·, to ««certain
Assets, Dec.31,1907.
he residence of the »al 1 libelee.
$089,140 01
Stocks and bonds,
Wherefore »he pray* right and justice, and
35
36,845
Cai-h in ofllce ami bank,
The Delaware Insurance Co. x>f
hat the bond* of matrimony existing between
Λ gents' balances,
57,98122
and her sal·! husband may be ilUeolved ac1er
07
3,291
A η other assets,
Philadelphia.
:ordlng to law In such cases made and provide·!.
Assets Dec. 31, 1907.
Dated at Kumford Kail·, Maine, lb!* 26th day
oo
Gross assets,
$787,204 87 Real estate,
(200,ono
it Match, l'Jt'j".
148,509 05
Deduct items not admitted,
153,500 no
ANNIE M. CORSON.
Mortgage loans,
50,0<>0 00
Collateral loans,
22
$043,755
Admitted assets,
980,973 41
Stocks and bonds,
Liabilities Dec. 31,1907.
105.155 57
STATE OK MAINE.
Cast. In oflice and bank,
$ 12,65710
Net ucpald losses,
294,572 95
March Mtb, 1*M.
)XKORD, us.
247,691 52 Agents'balances,
2 430 13
Unearned premiums,
and
Interest
rents,
Subscribed and «worn to liefore me,
19,263 48
400 00
AII other liabilities,
assets,
All
other
JOHN P. SWA8BY,
200,000 oo
SEAL.)
Cash capita),
Notary Public.
164,243 oo
(1,787,038 06
Surplus over all liabilities,
Gross aseets,

A LOW PRICE

Wool Carpets

(1,787,038 06 ro close out odd
Admitted assets,
Static of Maine.
patterns and clean (βκΑΐ.)
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1907.
Iounty ok Oxfokd, es :
96,780 00
(
Net unpaid losses,
In Vacation. J
stock.
Court.
Judical
42
Supreme
up
1,100,706
Unearned premiums,
March in, A. D. 1W. i
47,828 13
THE NEW PURE FOOD AND DRUG
All other liabilities,
Hanover Fire Insurance Company,
00
400.000
Upon the Fokeooino Liuei., ordered,
Cash capital,
LAW.
New York.
141,723 51
'hat the Libelant give notice to the »ald Wallace
Surplus over all liabilities,
Cor»on, l.lI" .:··«·. to appear liefore the Justice
Asset* Dec. 31, 1907.
We are pleased to announce that
(1,787,U38 06
f our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at
$1,129,473 oo Total liabilities and surplus,
Real estate,
South Paris, Maine.
within au ! for the County of Oxford,
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds Mortgage
Λ
Tolman
oo
K.
[umford,
o.,
Agents,
C.
3,500
loans,
η the second Tuesday of May, A. I). I'.*W, by
and lung troubles is not affected by the Collateral loans,
200,u0ti00
attest"·! < opy of »ald lllie', and
I
In·.
Co.,
Fire
ublUhlngan
it
as
04
law
Lancaahlre
and
and
Food
anil
2,475,515
Pure
Stock*
National
bonds,
London
Drug
ill· onler thereon, three week» successively In
of Liverpool, filmland.
115,018 42
contains no opiates or other harmful Cash in office and bank,
lie Oxford Democrat, a new»pa|K>r printed In
20
850,887
AgenU' balances,
Assets Dec. 31, 1907.
'arls, In our County of Oiford, MM pub ι
Sts.,
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe Interest and rents,
1,087 50 Real estate,
Main and
( 350,000 00
ittlon to be 30 day* at least prior to aald aecond
13,112 80 Stocks and bonds,
2,246,156 07
remedy for children and adults. For All other assets,
FRENCH ROLLS.
'uceday of May, l'JOf·, that he may there and
352,3*7
In office and bank,
sale by all druggists.
Cash
ten In our eald Court appear and »lu>w cau»e If
Gross assets,
$4,2"<9,219 02 Agents'balances,
Into one quart of flour stir a little
391,231 52
ny he have why the prayer of eald Libelant
04
175,056
Deduct Items not admitted,
3,483 22
of
Bills
receivable,
one
yeast,
not be granted.
hould
good
tableepoonful
salt,
Curate—I haven't seen your husband
34,565 92
Interest and rents,
HENRY C. PEABODY,
one-half pint of milk and two eggs. at church
Admitted assets,
$4,114,163 58 Ml other assets,
82,181 56
Mrs. Bloggs. What
recently,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
Next mornLiabilities Dec. 81, 1907.
Knead well and set to rise.
A true copy of llliet and onler of court thereon.
is he doing?
93
los*
28
$
210,881
Net
es,
(8.459,946
unpaid
Gross assets,
Attest: CHARLES K. WHITMAN, Clerk,
ing add one onnce of butter and make
Mrs. Bloggs—Έ he b·» a doin' six Unearned premiums,
1,947,589 12 Dcduct Items not admitted,
/ 198,493 85
obn P. Swaaey, attorney for Libellant.
the dough into small rolls and bake.
43,190 77
All other liabilities,
months, sir!
00
Cash capital,
1,000,000
(3/281,452 63
Admitted assets,
Offices or small store to rent in the
SALLY LUNN.
907,501 76
NOTICE.
Surplus over all liabilities,
Liabilities Dee. 31,1907.
Mr. S. L. Bowen, of Wayne, West Va.,
( 178,185 79 Davis Block, South Paris.
losses,
Net
Put together one cupful of sugar and
unpaid
The subscriber hereby give* notice that he
645 46
Total liabilities and surplus,
$4,114,163 58 Unearned
from
2.132
sufferer
a
was
"I
kidney
writes:
premiums,
one-half cupful of butter and lard mixed,
m been duly appointed administrator of the
Moses P. Stiles, Agent, Norway, Maine.
Inquire at
91,586 57
All other liabilities,
so that at times I could not get
of
869,034 81
and beat sligbtiy. Add two eggs and disease,
South Paris Savings Bank. I ë itate
Surplus over all liabilities,
not
I
did
could
I
CHARLES H MUZZY, late of Canton,
and
when
of
out
bed,
beat again nntil thick and creamy. Now
™
the
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
$8,261,458 63
PARKER'S
stand straight. I took Foley's Kidney
Total liabilities and surplus,
All persons having
>ndsa* the law directs.
pour in a cupful of sweet milk and three
free land Howe, Agent, Norway, Maine.
BALSAM
Sale,
and part of the
HAIR
bottle
For
dollar
One
Cure.
,
!mands
two
in
which
against the estate of aid deceased
and beautifies the hair.
cupfuls of sifted flour
|Clean«c«
■o desired to present the aame for settlement,
second cured me entirely." Foley's KidIftoniiHc* a luxuriant growth.
Many farms In Oxford, < umberland and Anto make
teaspoonfuls of baking powder have
iNorer Pail· to Baator· Gray
others
where
Counties, send for free catalogue, I a. id all Indebted thereto are requested
wônders
works
lroscoggln
Cure
ney
and
in
Color.
a
Put
I Hair to It· Toothful
been stirred.
deep pan
HAZEN FARM AND I ρ irment Immediately.
|
An save vou money.
For sale by all drugI Obrci K*]p diKoe· * hair tailing,
ure total failures.
RYTHKR.
J.
DENNIS
ν
Mar.
1108.
I
the
Maine.
over
17th,
ii.
ESTATE
AL
AGENCY,
Oxford,
IE
top.
grate nutmeg liberally
!
<0o,aod«lJ0atDraghM
J
$043,755 22
Total liabilities and surplus,
LOUIS H. VEILLE X, Agent,
Rumford Palls, Maine.

~

and pleasant to take. Refuse substiBake thirty minute·.—Ex.
tutes. For aal· bj all dragglata.

Chas, F. Ridlon,
Corner

NORWAY,

,.

Danforth

MAINE,

For Rent.

|

|b

gists.
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